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Shot From Gun Of Stepfather
Kills 12-Year-Old Jesse Linscott
In St. George Hunting Mishap
A knock on the rear door of a |
I
Rockland funeral home about 5'
|
o'clock Tuesday afternoon and the !
|
appeal of the grief stricken man at
i
the door for assistance brought the i
j
first news of a tragedy which shook j
the community.
I
Mrs. Barett Jordan, wife of the j
owner of Burpee Funeral Home. |
answered the door to be confronted !
by Robert Kurr of 219 Talbot Ave
nue, Rockland, who said that he
had' shot his stepson in a hunting
accident and asked that the author
ities be notified.
The body of Kurr’s stepson. Jesse j
R. Linscott, 12, was in the front [
seat of the car in which Kurr had
driven from the accident scene to
j
the funeral home. Later examina
tion by Dr. David Mann of Cam
den, a county medical examiner,
revealed that a slug from a 32 spe
cial, Model 74, Winchester, had
i
entered the right side of the boy's
Jes»e R. Linscott
•
head andi had emerged from the
;
left.
Death was instantaneous. of the accident from Kurr’s 10 year ’
Mann noted.
old son, Charles. The lad related .
Kurr, a poultryman and service that the three were hunting on the
man for Lippmann Grain Company land of Arthur Anderson about
of Augusta, went into shock and opposite Perley Black’s store on
was hospitalized shortly after he the St. George Road in South Thom
brought his stepson’s body to the aston.
The Linscott boy. as near as can
funeral home. At press time Wed
nesday he was still in the hospital. be determined was driving deer and
Investigating sheriff’s deputies was scheduled to come out of the i
ChArles Foote, Sr., Edgar Libby second growth wooded area behind I
and Alan Brown obtained the story Kurr. Instead, he emerged in front •

of his stepfather who mistook him
for a deer in the gathering dusk
and fired. The accident is thought
to have occurred shortly after 4
o’clock.
Kurr had to carry the body of
his stepson nearly a half mile
to where his car was parked
in the doorward of the farm of Bert
Hendricks.
The distraught man
did not stop there for assistance,
but put the boy’s body in the car
and drove to Rockland and the
funeral home.
Jesse was born in Rockland,!
June 3. 1947, the son of Lloyd and
Dorohty Ryan Linscott, Sr. He w*as
a seventh grade student at North
School.
|
Survivors include his mother and
stepfather, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
L. Kurr of Rockland; his father,
Lloyd Linscott, Sr., of Damariscotta. Also, grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin D. Ryan of Rockland
and Mr. andi Mrs. Jesse Linscott i
of Rockland. A sister, Betty Ann*
Linscott, and a brother, Lloyd Lin
scott. Jr., both of Rockland. Three
stepbrothers, Charles Kurr, Rob-1
ert Kurr, Jr., and Frank Kurr, two I
stepsisters, Martha Kurr and! Jane
KUrr. all of Rockland.
Funeral services will be held Sat
urday at 2 o’clock from the Burpee
Funeral Home with Rev. Charles
Monteith of the Congregational
Church officiating.
i
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TWO ROCKLAND MEN DIE FROM TANK BLAST
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Road Near Home
Robert Grierson. Jr., 34. of Wal
doboro, was struck by a passing
car in front of his home at 6 a. m.,
Wednesday, as he was attempting
to tow his car. He was taken to
Knox Hospital by ambulance and
admitted with a compound fracture ;
on the lower left leg, abrasions and 1
contusions and facial injuries. His
condition, Wednesday afternoon,
was termed as "good” by hospital
attaches.
Grierson was using a car belong
ing to Carl Erickson of Warren to
tow his own sedan out of the drive
way on Route 220. about two miles
north of Moody’s Diner, when he
was struck by an automobile,
operated by John L. Forbis. 21, of
Bath.
Trooper Carey Thing was told
that Grierson had stepped out of
the Erickson vehicle when his own
car had slid into a flower garden
Forbis, who was heading north
said that he came upon Grierson
on the road too late to avert the
accident.
Mrs. Grierson viewed the acci
dent while standing in the driev
way, after she had just alighted
from the family car which she
was guiding for her husband.
Thing, who still has the acci
dent under investigation, estimat
ed that $250 damage was done tc
the right front side of the Forbis
car; $100 damage to the left side ■
of the Erickson car; and $10f .
damage to the left rear of the ,
Grierson vehicle.

THOMASTON WOMAN IN CRITICAL TELEPHONE COMPANY TO MOVE
ITS BUSINESS OFFICE BACK TO
CONDITION AFTER BEING STRUCK
WHILE WALKING IN BLINDING RAIN SCHOOL STREET BUILDING NOV. 30
A 71 year old woman, who was
believed struck by a car, Tuesday
night, in Thomaston, was in criti
cal condition in Knox Hospital,
Wednesday afternoon.
Thomaston Policeman Alfred
Teel said that no one has report
ed, as yet. striking Mrs. Ida
Prescott
of Thatcher
Street,
Thomaston. Mrs. Prescott was
admitted to the hospital about 6
p. m., Tuesday, with a fractured,
light leg and scalp lacerations.
Teel said that Mrs. Prescott
was found slumped in a ditch on
Hyler Street, about one quarter of

a mile from her home, in a dazed
and wounded condition. She was
helped into the house of Douglas
Young on the street where she
was placed on the couch to await
the arrival of Teel.
Passing motorists saw Mrs.
Prescott wandering along the
street earlier and notified the
State Police Barracks in Thom
aston, who in turn, radioed Chief
Teel.
He added that he was not able
to question her at the Young resi
dence since she was in shock and
semi-conscious.

The business office of the Newi Main Street was opened when addi
England Telephone and Telegraph tional space was needed at the
Company will occupy renovated School Street building for opera
business office quarters at its form tions.
The exterior of the building has
er location at 26 School Street, Mon
day, November 30. district manager been covered with siding material
Reginald Myers announced- Wed and new concrete steps were laid.
Inside, only the first floor will be
nesday.
used. The foyer was retained but
Remodeling of the first floor of the former business offices have
the building which long housed both been remodeled into a large office
the business office and the switch lounge and conference room.
boards has been completed except
The office at 26 School Street
for moving records and office furni will be open for business. Monday.
ture.
November 30. and the location in
The present business office at 499 the Bicknell Block will be closed.

Rnrkland firemen grapple for Ralph E. MacLaughlin in a tank
at thr rear of the B and R trucking company terminal, Tuesday.
At right, Deputy Fire Chief Louis Phillips, in the white cap. works
over Walter Wotton who was removed first after being felled by a
gas fume explosion. In tbe foreground is the manhole which leads
to a partitioned section of the tank which was not dangerous. In

the right foreground is one of the pike poles which Fire Chief Wesley
Knight said could have touched off another explosion had It Mt
been gingerly used. Ropes were used with the poles to It
men from the tank. Newly installed pipe cm be seen at
left. .Inst above It Is a make-shift ladder used by the men
by the Peerless Plumbing and Heating Company.
Pho)

RALPH MacLAUGHLIN, 27, AND
WALTER WOTTON VICTIMS WHEN
SPARK IGNITES GASOLINE FUMES

High Water From Rain Invades Hospital, Damages Roads

Hospital employees*and firemen fought a stalemate with high
xvater at high tide early Wednesday morning when rains overflowed
a brook W'hich runs under Knox County General Hospital and caused
considerable damage. At left, Chauncey laowell, hospital custodian,
caulks around a large pipe in the equipment room in the new sec
tion. Water pressure was forcing water in around the pipe. He
stopped that leak but water followed pipe coverings into the room.
At right, firemen pour gasoline into one of the pumps that were used
An avalanche of rain, which j
pounded the coastal area. Tues-;
day and Wednesday, raised havoc I
with the oulverta, drains, cellars

and catch basins along the roads
and streets.
Highway crews,
for the most part, worked around
the clock in the area to keep the
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I Two Rockiand plumbing workers Johnson of Thomaston heard the
• are dead as the result of a gasoline explosion and ran to the tank.
fume explosion. Tuesday, in a large When he heard men moaning in
side, he ran to a telephone and
tank buried behind the B & R
called a doctor.
Trucking Company terminal on
Fireman Clarence Hooper went
Tilson Avenue in Rockland. Dead down into the tank with with oxygen
on arrival at Knox Hospital, Tues breathing equipment. Because the
day afternoon, was Ralph Mac- manhole was less than 18 inches
Laughlin. 27. of Old County Road. • in diameter, oxygen tanks could
His companion Walter Wotton. i not be dropped to him and Hoop
50. of 15 Otis Street succumbed to er’s air supply was pinched off be
injuries early Wednesday morning. fore he. could reach either man.
A combination of ciicumstances Hooper found Wotton laying face
led to the blast in a tank which was up along the side of the tank and
being converted for use by the MacLaughlin was face down in a
trucking company. Fire Chief Wes combination of water, oil and gasoley Knight, following an investiga i line.
Firemen grappled with pike
tion, Wednesday, with State Fire
Marshal Bart Rollins, said either , poles to lift the men from the tank.
a dropped tool or pipe probably pro Chief Knight said his crew was in
vided the spark which ignited ar. danger throughout the operation be
explosive mixture of gasses in the cause a pike pole could have caused
j a spark touching off a second ex
tank.
The tank was purchased by the plosion.
trucking company from the Waldo
A faint respiration was detected
boro Garage Company more than from Wotton when brought out of
a year ago.
Chief Knight said the tank and the fire department
trucking company officials told him rescue crew began inhalation and
they believed the tank had never I respiration.
contained gasoline but only fuel
Chief Knight said he and the
oil. One end of the two compart fire marshall checked a drop light
ment tank had contained only oil used by the men but found it in
but the other had- held gasoline at good condition. An explosion meter
one t’me.
test. Wednesday, showed that the
Ernest Guay, operator of Peer northerly end of the tank contained
less Plumb.ng and Heating Com a maximum explosive mixture.
pany, told investigators the 10,000 The other end of the tank tested
gallon tank was divided by a bulk very low. Knight said his depart
head in the center. The plan was ment has such a meter available to
to cut holes in the bulkhead so the test any tank.
to lower the water level. Pouring under the foundation water
tank could be used as one unit.
The tank had been filled with wa
flooded a four-foot crawl space below* the first floor and seeped into
MacLaughlin and Wotton were in ter twice but Knight said this is
a hall leading to the operating suite. Water backed up and flooded
stalling fittings. Another man was not sufficient to eliminate the dan
the dining room. The boiler w*as shut down and electric power for
to cut the holes.
ger of explosion where gasoline has ,
the operation suite and x-ray rooms w*as shut off during the night.
Guay said his men went to work been stored.
Apparently, an obstruction in the large cement pipe under the hos
about 8 o’clock Tuesday morning in
pital hacked up the water.
County Medical Examiner David
Photos by Cullen the section of the tank which had V. Mann said Wotton d'ied from pul
not contained gasoline.
He said monary edema 'as the result of
drainage systems clear of foreign that about $5,000 would be need-:
he went into that section of the breathing noxious fumes, and mas
articles.
ed to repair shoulder wash outs in ,
tank and found fumes were not too sive burns on his face, hands, and
received 'from Oliver Knox. Lincoln. Waldo and Saga strong.
Word
upper body. He died at 5 a. m.
” ’
Rockland dahoc Counties, which are served i The two workers entered1 the gas Wednesday.
Wendell
Holmes,
by the Rockland office.
fume filled section sometime after
Wotton was born at South Thom
observer,
Wednesday
weather
The most serious areas in Knox | lunch. They were told. Guay stated aston in 1909. the son of Byron and
the total
was
that
morning
amount of rainfall for the two day County were Spring Brook Hill to investigators, that only one man Dorcas Davis Wotton. He was em
was to be inside the tank at a ployed for a number of years by
period would reach at least 4.5 in Camden and Glen Cove, where
the city and had worked1 for the
inches, for a total of almost seven crews needed about 10 yards of timeLuther Lee of Friendship, a me plumbing company a relatively
inches for the month.
This rep gravel for each spot to repair the
chanic at the B & R garage, told short time.
resents about two inches of rain washout.
police he heard an explosion, ran to
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
above normal for November.
Foley noted that the majority a window and saw flame and smoke Nellie Golden Wotton; a son. Mid
The most serious result of the of the culverts have just about
pouring out of a manhole at the shipman Walter B. Wotton of the
torrential rain was in the new reached their capacity and would
northerly end of the tank. -The Maine
Maritime Academy;
a
addition at Knox Hospital, where need 12 hours after the rain stops flames spouted three or four feet
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Vokes of
water seeped in and damaged for the water to recede.
high. Lee said he ran to a fire Taylor. Mich.; two grandchildren;
equipment.
In Rockland. Harold Halligan. alarm box near the building and and a brother ^red Wotton of Owls
J. Henry Foley, division engi superintendent of the highway de
pulled the hook.
; Head.
neer for the State Highway Com
mission, estimated, Wednesday,

partment. said that streets were
(Continued on Page Three)

At about the same time, police ! Funeral arrangements will be
said, another employee, Lewis j made when Mrs. Vokes arrives in

Ralph E. MacLaughlin
i
Rockland from Michigan.
Dr. Mann said MacLaughlin I
died almost instantly from blast
injuries.
He suffered hemor
rhages from chest injuries.
MacLaughlin was born at Rock
land. January 5. 1932, the son of
James and Sarah BenneT MacLaughiin. He was a veteran of the!
Korean War.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs. 1
Alice Louise Faulkingham Mac
Laughlin: a seven months old
daughter, Shirley Jean MacLaugh-

Wstter Wotton
lin; two brothers, Reginald MaeLaughlin of Webster, N. Y., and
Frank MacLaughlin. living in New
York; and four sisters, Mra. Valiie
Emery of LaCross. Wisconsin,
Mrs. Ruth Mannhardt of Marion,
N. Y., and Miss Theresa MacLaugb.
lin and Mrs. Lucy Smith, both of
Rockland.
Funeral services will be held Fri
day at 2 p. m. from the Burpee
Funeral Home with Rev. Charles
Monteith officiating.
Interment
will be in East Warren Cemetery.

TOWN OFFICIALS AND WATER CO.

AGREE ON BASIC PLAN FOR NEW

MAIN EXTENSION POLICY
1 first step in promulgating a
-m main extension policy of
’amden and Rockland Water
>any into Camden. Owls Head,
and, Rockpoit and Thomasvas taken Tuesday evening at
tockland Municipal Building,
representatives of both sides
d upon a basic plan for the
dea and set a date for another
in to draft a formal proposal
-sent to the citizens of the five
lunities.
■ proposal would increase fire
ction in new areas or in existicalities where the pipe lines
e company presently do not
i by having the respective
lunities agree to take ined fire protection to help dethe cost for installing either
r eight inch mains,
npany officials asserted that
eed for a new policy in regard
tin extensions would assure an
able distribution of the cost

v water main extensions in-

in water service costs; and to as
sure that the expansions of the
system would be done in a manner
consistent with the long range
(Continued on Page Two)
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Help of Wotton
Maine Maritime Academy

The

football team has just closed out
the

moat successful season in four

yaara with a 5-3 mark which con

trast sharply with the record of the
previous two years when a total

of one win was recorded.

A Rock
land boy, Walter Wotton. was a
asember of the starting backfield
and Is described as “my bread and
batter back” by his coach. Dave
Wiggrin. When the academy need
ed the yards for that first down
it was usually Wotton whose sig
nal was called.
Wotton was co-captain of the
squad along with end Artie Wil
liams. The hard running Walter
graduated from Rockland High in
1866 and for three years was an
outstanding player on the football
and basketball teams.
He later
attended Maine Central Institute
where he also shone in athletics.

School Pleas For
Return of Lost
Hearing Device
Principal Frederick Richards of
Rockport High School has issued
a plea to anyone who knows the
whereabouts of a hearing ampli
fier which had disappeared over a
week ago from one of the class
rooms where it was used by a 13
year old boy.
The amplifier, battery operated
and loaned by the State Depart
ment of Education, was last seen
at the close of school, November
13, on the desk of the student in
the seventh grade.
The boy has encountered diffi
culties in his studies due to the
audible impairment since he does
not use any other hearing device in
school.

Bruce Kinney, state regent for
the Rockport schools, added that
the State Department of Education

been queried in regards to
possible replacement of the ampli
fier, in the event that it is not

has

found.
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Middies Close Out

be I will know the answer to this
question if this letter is recog
nized by our local paper. I am
sure that there must be many
that feel as I do.
Who and what standard of
measurement is used in deter
mining the value of a human life?
This question and mony others
must come to the minds of our
citizens during the hunting sea
son.
There have been too many lives
taken thus far and the fines too
small for such carelessness.
If a person kills a deer after
dark to insure a meat supply in
the home, he is to be fined heav
ily. sometimes three to four hun
dred dollars, but if a person kills
another in broad daylight, he
may be fined as little as one hun
dred fifty dollars—now I ask you
which is worth more the life of a
human or that of an animal?
P S. I will be reading the pa
Union.
• • •
per to see if this opinion, which
I am sure that many feel the
IS THE LAW JUSTIFIED
Does the ordinary citizen have same about, is printed.
Mrs. Margaret Perry.
the privilege of expressing his or
Warren.
her viewpoint to the public? May
To the Editor:—
A couple of weeks ago. my
wile and I wrote you a letter but
you haven't printed it and a
friend says you don't print letters
unless a name is signed.
So
here—we’ll try again.
If the new ferries to North Ha
ven and Vinalhaven are going to
lose so much money, why not put
in a non-temperance bar on the
boats, because this wtfiild help a
lot to reduce the loss. They say
the trip will take over an hour
and a half and it is often rough.
They say brandy is a good pre
ventative for seasickness and We
bet you'll get more tourists to
cross the bay if they know they
can get something to steady their
nerves. There would be no State
tax on a State bar and it could
make a lot of money.
Yours for lower taxes.
Alfred Lauria.

CHAMBER FACES FINANCIAL CRISIS;
MEMBERS ASKED FOR VOLUNTARY
CONTRIBUTIONS TO HOLD PROGRAM
Directors
of
the
Rockland
Chamber
of Commerce have
asked
Chamber members for
voluntary contributions to help
the organization through a finan
cial crisis. President Paul Huber
said, in a letter to all members
this week, that the new officers
and directors have had a series
of recent emergency meetings
covering several matters concern
ing the overall operation of the
Chamber and that one of the most
pressing, immediate problems is
a lack of money. The financial
statement. which
accompanied
the letter, showed a balance of
$26.03 in the General Fund, from
which the Chamber of Commerce
i office to operate.
Huber said that the directors
have taken steps to bring delin
quent members up-to-date on
their dues, but that even with the
collectable dues there will not be
enough money available to oper
ate through the next six weeks
Consequently each member has
been asked to make a voluntary
contribution of $5. Huber empha
sized that this is only a stop-gap
measure to help the Chamber

GIFT1DEA5
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Visit Our Downstairs Boys' Store
Devoted Entirely To Boys' Clothes
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handle the problem for the pres
ent. while the directors continue
to explore various means of get
ting the Chamber on a sound
financial footing.
“This problem has been gradu
ally creeping up on us for some
time.” Huber said. “The Cham
ber operates on
membership
dues from 145 business and pro
fessional men. and the effects of
rising costs have made it impera
tive that we find some way to in
crease our annual income. When
we reach a solution to the prob
lem, which I hope will be in the
very near future, all members
will he advised.
I feel certain
that the majority of Chamber
members will realize the difficult
problem wc are confronted with,
and I hope they will respond to
this request for help."

Thomaston Boy
Hit By Car When
He Ran Into Road

TOWN OFFICIALS AND WATER CO.
(Continued from Page One)

plans for development in the re
spective area.
Both President John Russell and
John White, chairman of the board
for the company, informed, the
town officials that this would not
be a subsidy to the firm, but rather
a subsidy to the newr water users
where the new main would benefit
They, however did admit that this
program would increase the num
ber of customers, but that the pro
fit would only be derived from the
rates as prescribed by the Maine
Public Utilities Commission, with
the excess profits returned to the

users.
Both men concurred* with City
Council Chairman Frederick Tripp
in his statement that the taxpayer
will eventually pay for the main
extensions either through taxes, in
creased fire protection rates or in
increased water rates. Tripp em
phasized that the biggest selling
job. particularly in the four towns,
would come in trying to convince
the general public to pay increased
costs for fire protection for installa
tion of water mains in othei- sec
tions of the respective communi
ties. He asserted that the builder
of the new’ home would have no ob
jection to adding several hundred
dollars more to the construction
cost in order to have the conveni
ence of water.
White commented that due to the
comparative small return which
the company would receive from
the extensions, if it carried the fi
nancial load alone, this policy was
suggested. He said that the water
company would receive one-fifth as
much profit from new sections as
compared to the profit from other
public utilities, although the costs
of the water company are five times
as great.
Alfred Strout of Thomaston, sec
retary of the board, assured the
officials that the cost of new mains
would* be far less expensive than
that which would be accrued under
drilling wells. He added that state
law authorizes the company to en
ter into a contract with communi
ties. served by the firm, to provide
water for extinguishment of fires.
White also made it emphatically
clear that the selectmen or Council
would have absolute control over
just what is spent by the respective
community in regards to exten
sions.
A 13 point program was outlined
to the delegates which presented
tentative figures for the policy.
The final agreement will be dis
cussed at a future meeting, follow
ing approval by the general public.
In the case of small sized ex
tensions in the neighborhood of two
inch mains which are considered
inadequate for fire protection or
extension of long service lines, the
cost would be borne entirely by the
company.
Short extensions on. or adjacent
to. existing public roads with the

A
seven-year-old
Thomaston
child was struck on Route 1.
early Wednesday evening, when
he ran into the path of a car.
State Police reported. Richard Win
chenbach. son of Mr. and Mrs. Eu
gene Winchenbach of North Street,
was held at Knox Hospital. There
1s question of a head injury. Other
wise, he suffered only minor in
juries.
Trooper Robert Hofacker said the
boy ran into the path of a car
driven by Leonard Copp. 38. of
Thomaston. Witnesses said the boy
came out of the Northeast Trading
Post, stopped and waited for a
northbound car to pass, then ran
into the street.
The boy was carried up onto the at the Orono-ka Restaurant.
In October of 1958. Dr. BevarhoocL of the car but was not badly
hurt because the Copp auto was age retired as vice president in
charge of research and develop
traveling at a low rate of speed.
ment at RCA after 43 years of
service, at which time RCA an
nounced the establishment of a
scholastic award honoring the dis
tinguished University of Maine
alumnus. In 1956, he was award
ed the Samuel Gold medal by the
American Institute of Electrical
Mrs. Leah Brooks was appoint
Engineers. It is considered the
ed club delegate to the Rockland highest award in is field.
Seafoods Corporation for the com
Dr. Beverage holds more than
ing year, at the Zonta Club of the 40 patents In the field of radio
Rockland Area meeting held at communications and is co-inven
the home of President Mrs. Ethel tor of the wave antenna and di
Perry on Orange Street, on Tues versity for high frequency recep
day evening
Mrs. Margaret tion.
Lord. Mrs. Avis Brasier and Miss
Barbara Morse were appointed as
Project Research Committee, and
will report at the next business
meeting to be held at the Thorn
dike Hotel on Tuesday. Dec. 8. at
6.30 p. m.

Zonta Club Picks
Delegate To
Festival Group

The program for the evening
will be conducted by the Rescue
Squad of the Roekland Fire De
partment. A Board of Directors
meeting will be held preceding
the business meeting at which
votes will be taken on several
membership and classifications
! changes.
Mrs.
Brooks
was
chosen chairman of the Christ
mas party which will be held at
h< r home on Tuesday, Dec. 22.
Thomaston Zonta members will
serve on the refreshment committee and a white elephant auc
tion will be held.

North Haven Man
Is Honored By
Engineering Society
Di

Harold H.

I> v< i .g.

for

merly of North Haven, now of
Stony Brook. Long Island N. Y..
was initiated with 10 others, into
the Tau Beta Pi. honorary engi
neering society of the University
of Maine. Nov 18.
Di Beverage served as an engineei foi RCA for many years,
and has been a consultant in
communications engineering. He
received his BS degree in elec
trical engineering from Maine in
1915 and a doctor of engineering
degree in 1938. Beverage gave
th< principal address at the initia

tion banquet Wednesday evening

Installation of six inch pipe would
have the municipalaty support the
extension through annual charges
in increased fire protection cost to
a maximum of 50 per cent.
Longer extensions with eight inch
pipe would have the municipality
carry the load by a two-thirds per
centage of the costs. On extensions
to new housing developments, the
participation of municipalities in
lines adequate for fire protection
would be reduced to 25 per cent
in the case of six inch lines and
on»-third in the case of eight inch
lines.
On lines larger than eight inch,
the municipality’s participation
should be limited to an amount
based on eight inch pipe, with the
extra cost equitably assumed by
the water company with increased
water rates throughout the entire
system.
The proposed formula call for
the company to invest a determined
amount of money, which is com
puted on five times the returr
from residential service, for each
new homeowner who may subse
quently be attached to an extension
within 10 years after installation
As each new user is added on to an
extension, the orginal people on the
new line or the community will re
ceive a refund from the orginal
investment. The firm is also au
thorized, under state law to invest
seven times the return from hy
drant rentals for increase fire pro
tection measures.
It was suggested by several offi
cials that the municipality should
first benefit by lowering the fire
protection rate in that area to a
point equal with other sections and
the remaining return to be given
to the original customers on the
new extension.
However, if a new area were not
developed beyondi th original clus
ter of houses, then the community
would continue to pay indefinitely
the increased fire protection rates.
Russell explained that this cost ac
tually goes fot depreciation, taxes
and general costs.
A hydrant, in the new extension,
can be moved as the extension
pi ogresses, to a point which would
be determined as the most suit
able spot in the main. Russell re
marked that this can be accom
plished with a minor cost added to
the overall price for moving the
tydrant.
Anothei point suggested by the
company heads was that the firm
should refused to connect private
lines or services which would be
considered detrimental to the ulti
mate development and growth of
the area in question.
White said he further believed
that rough grading, minimum
width and other requirements of
the municipality concernedi should
be met in the proposed streets or
agreed to in writing prior to in
stallation of water mains by the
water company.
Delegates said that the deadline
for submitting new* articles on war
rants for March town meetings
draws near, since the proposal
would have to be considered by
the budget committee in each tow’n
before it reaches the general pub
lic.
The agreements, onee ap
proved. would then go before the
Maine Public Utilities Commission
for final approval. White added
that this agreement could be ter
minated at any desirable date and
revisions discussed between par
ties involved
The next meeting was set for
7:30 p. m.. December 15. at the
Municipal Building, where a final
draft would be drawn and a simplidied article agreed upon for pres
entation at town meeting time.

SERVICE QHOE VTORE

397 MAIN STREET

DIAL LYric 4-8626

Boost Academy

WITH EIGHT BASKETBALL CLUBS

Court Strength

The final organizational meeting
at Rock
of the Knox-Lincoln semi-pro bas 22 Thomaston at 'Dam
Damariscotta
ketball league was held, Tuesday
Rockland at iWscasset
night, at Waldoboro High School. 23 Damariscotta at Waldoboro
Eight teams will make up the cir 27 Wiscasset at Boothbay Harbor
cuit thia season, and increase of 28 Bristol at Rockland
three over last year. Rocklar.-i, j 29 Boothbay Harbor at Waldoboro
Bristol and Thomaston are the, 30 Boothbay Harbor at Rockport *
teams added to last year's roster j
January
of Rockport. Boothbay Harbor. Wal-, 3 Rockland at Boothbay Harbor
doboro, Damariscotta and Wiscas 4 Thomaston at Bristol
set.
5 Rockport at Wiscasset
A schedule covering December I 6. Rockland at Waldoboro
and the first week of January was' 7 Damariscotta at Thomaston
drawn up and the remainder of the■
Money wdll build a house, but it
slate will be made up at a latter
meeting.
The season opens De takes love to make it a home.
cember 1. Afternoon games will!
be at 2 o'clock and night games at •♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦»»♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Two Camden boys, Roy Bennett
and Herbie Litchfield, are fresh
man members of the Maine Mari
time Academy basketball squad
which. Tuesday night, opened its
abbreviated 11 game schedule
with an overtime loss to the
Brunswick Naval Air Station.
Bennett and Litchfield were the
heart of the fine Camden team
which last season went to the
Western Maine tourney finals.
They are expected to see consid
erable service with the Academy

forces.

Bennett is in his usual position
as a guard, while- Litchfield has
been sifted to a forward post 8.
- AUCTION from center where he spent his
The schedule:
Saturday — 7 p. m.
High School career.
December
The Academy basketball season
LEGION
HALL, UNION, MAINE
is of necessity limited because the 1 Thomaston at Wiscasset.
HARVEY GURNEY, Auctioneer
2
Rockport
at
Bristol
midshipmen take off in January
130-Th-tf
on their annual training cruise 3 Waldoboro at Rockland
Boothbay Harbor at Damaris
to Southern waters.
Coach Tom .
cotta
Morse calls this a building season
basketball-wise and will be sat 5 Bristol at Waldoboro
6 Wiscasset at Rockport
isfied if the Middies equal their
7 Thomaston at Boothbay Harboi I
SHILL
last season's record of 6-5.
Damariscotta at Bristol
9 Rockland at Damariscotta
SONITOR
10 Thomaston at Rockland
’ Heating ail ,forage tank
Wiscasset at Waldoboro
corrosionS rust inhibit**
13 Waldoboro at Thomaston
FREE TO OUR CUSTOMERS WITH
Damariscotta at Rockport
SHELL FURNACE Oil
Bristol at Boothbay Harbor
14 Boothbay Harbor at Rockland
The Rockland High basketball 15 Bristol at Wiscasset
Tigers, who go to the post Satur 16 Rockport at Rockland
McLoon's Wharf Tel. LYric 4-6661
day night at Camden in the open 17 Wiscaset at Damariscotta
70A72-Th-tf
ing game of a long campaign, are
Bristol at Thomaston
in the final stages of preparation
under Coach John McGuiic. Coach
McGuire expects them to make
the usual opening game mistakes
but on the whole is pleased w ith the
(REGARDLESS OF WEATHER)
progress of his charges.
McGuire, who came to fame as
the originator of the Freeport
pressing style of play, will use a
LEGION HALL — UNION, MAINE
modified version of that type of
play this year.
The Tigers will
Bedroom Sets $75, Near New Chrome Kitchen Set $40,
press hard in the back court under
Near New Den Set $65, Parlor Sets $60 and $35, Kitchen
certain situations, such as the
score at the time, the time remain
Set $20,17* TV $25, Maple Crib $20,42" Sink $15, China
ing. etc. However, once over the ;
Closet
$10, Odd Parlor Chairs $5 to $10, Refrigerators $30,
center line they will fall back into
Mattresses at Different Prices. Lots More Furniture.
a pressing man to man defense,
sometimes called a shifting zone.
HARVEY GURNEY
The Rockland squad, cut to 12. ,
I’NION. MAINE
has several spirited contests for
142-lt
starting berths in progress; Larry,
Ten io and Avard Walker are wag-,1
ing a battle for one of the guard
spots; Floyd Montgomery and Bob
Brewer are hooked up in a battle |
for a forwaid berth; and Billy Barhour and Maui ice Kennedy are also
hotly in contention for the berths
mentioned.
As of now the only certain start
ers are the two big boys. Bob
“Drop in at the corner
Huntley at center and Jim Shaffer
house tonight — I hear
Viii't
at a forward post.
The rest of

Starting Spots
Still Open On
Rockland Varsity

A. C. McLoon & Co.

PRIVATE SALE

Saturday, Nov. 28 - 2 p. m. and on

HOMELY HUMOR

the squad is made up of Charlie
Finley, Ronnie Hill. Ernie Harring
ton nd Billy Oliver. Two of these
four will play with the junior var
sity to gain experience and polish.
All in all. Rockland will run more
then a year ago and will probably
press more as they become better
versed in the McGuire style of play.
This style requires speedy opera
tives and not all the Tigers meet
that requirement, but they all seem
to have desire and that is a big
part of the battle.

they’re gonna RAISE THE
ROOF!

And YOU will come to the RIGHT PARTY if you come to u»
on any ROOF RAISING problem. Whether you want a New
Roof on your home or more ROOM in the attic, we can help
you get it done to your utmost satisfaction.

PASSMORE LUMBER COMPANY
UNION STREET
TEL. CEdar 6-2330
CAMDEN, MAINE
"By the Arch — Where There's Plenty of Parking Space"

Thrift builds a bridge to carry
us over the flood of emergency. |

142-lt

I960 RENAULT |
JO

HRS

Km®,

I

ROCKLAND

BE READY FOR 20 BELOW!

WOMEN'S

Snow Boots

Reg. $7.95
BLACK - RED - GRAY

XI

Soft li-ulht-r npprrs, genuin*
shearling lining, bouncy crept
rubber soles, cozy cuffs you
can wear turned up or down.
Fashion - wise
for
winter
weather . . . ideal for gift
giving.

NOTE: ALL RENAULT DEALERS MAINTAIN COMPLETE FACTORY

PARTS AND SERVICE DEPARTMENTS

TEST DRIVE

AT

WOMEN'S SIZES 4 to In

YOUR

THE RENAULT

LOCAL DEALER

TODAY!

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

CHILD'S
9 tn Big 3
Red Only

PHONE TEmple 2-5317

$5.99

U. S. ROUTE 1
142-11

B

KBSSSEnKjaatnatrassnssststnaaaansnsawsssssnaaaaaS

WALDOBORO, MAINE
139-TH-142

TiMKky-Hiundoy-Satwtffly

pop nm
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Pen Bay Residents
Request City To

Legion Head Urges More Polio Clinics

Improve Drainage

Coming Events
[Social

tad

community event*

are solicited for this calendar. AU
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affaire, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. Th* decision of
the editor is Unal.]
Nov. 26—Thanksgiving Day.

Dec. 1—Harbor Light Chapter,
OES, Rockport, will honor Sec
retary Orra Burns andi Treasurer
Marion Upham at 8 p. m.
Dec. 1—Veterans of World War I
Auxiliary meet at the Grand
Army Halt.
Dec. 1—Miriam Lodge of Rebekahs
will hold Past Noble Grands’
Night.
Dec. 3—Golden Jubilee Bazaar,
Methodist Church.
Dec. 4—Methebesec Club meets at
the Farnsworth Museum.

Dec. 5—Owls Head Church Christ
mas Sale at the Owls Head Li
brary at 2 p. m.
Dec. 6 — St. John’s Episcopal
Church of Thomaston, will hold1 a
fair at 2 p. m. and supper at 6:30
at the Masonic Temple.
Dec. 5—Silent Auction and after
noon tea at Port Clyde Library
at 1.30 p. m.

Special Dividend
Is Declared By
Depositors Trust
Officials of the Depositors Trust
Company, Maine’s largest com
mercial bank, announced Mon
day, that the company would pay
its stockholders a special divi
dend check of $.50 pel- share.
Payment of the dividend, which,
is in addition to the regular $3.00
paid this year, will be made on
Dec. 8 to all stockholders of rec
ord as of 3.00 p. m. Dec. 1.
This special dividend brings to
stockholders of Depositors Trust
Company a return to $3.50 per
share during the year 1959, the
largest on their investment in the
bank’s stock 'since it was estab
lished in 1933. This is the ninth
consecutive year a special dlvident has been paid.

Obituary
MRS. MAME F. LARRABEE

Mrs. Mame F. Larrabee, 76,
widow of Frank Larrabee, died
Wednesday at her residence. 2 Carrolls Lane. She was born Feb. 28,
1883. at Keysville. Vt., the daugh
ter of Joseph and Helen Law King.
She is survived by four daugh
ters, Mrs. Laura Widdecombe, Mrs.
Sadie Wilson and Mrs. Alberta
Wooster, all of Rockland, and Mrs.
Flora Callahan of Hyde Park.
Mass.; two sons, Charles and-Frank
of Rockland; 30 grandchildren, and
several great grandchildren.
Funeral services will he held Sat
urday at 11 o’clock from the Rus
sell Funeral Home with Rev. Roy
I. Bohanan officiating. Interment
will be in Achorn Cemetery.

Morris Smith. 26, of Liberty
ffered lacerations on the right
iddle finger, Tuesday, while
>rking at Bonnar-Vawter Printing
ant in Rockland. He was treatin the emergency room in Knox
ispital and released.

LITTLE’S

EGG-O-MAT

Rockiand Police said that a vehi
cle driven by Wayne Lee Mitchell,
17, of Thomaston rammed into the
rear of a car operated by Edward
C. Davies, 43, of Thomaston which
had stopped in traffic on Park
Street at the corner ot high Street,
Rockland, at 4:45 p. m., Tuesday.
Damage was set at $75 to each
sedan. Davies complained of pain,
but did not require hospital treat
ment.

The Coast Guard buoy tender
Laurel was sent to aid the 40
foot tug boat, Alta May, Tuesday
evening, which was reported in
distress off Small Point in the
Portland area. Two men were
aboard the tug and another one
on a barge which was being
towed by the tug. The Laurel re
turned to the Rockland moorings,
Wednesday evening.
Sylvia Noyes, 17, of Lake Ave
nue, Rockland, failed to stop her
car in time when the vehicle in
front of her on Main Street, Rock
land, suddenly stopped. Rockland
Police said that the Noyes car
plowed into the rear of a vehicle,
operated by Herman Perkins, 67.
of Clark Island, across the street
from the First Baptist Church, at
about 2 p. m. WedneSday. Dam
age to the Noyes car was placed
at $250 and $95 damage to the
Perkin* sedan. There were no re
ported injuries.

Mrs. Alois F. Kunesh of 43
Lovejoy Street, Rockland told
Rockland Police that a vehicle
backed into her sedan at the cor
ner of High and Park Streets,
Rockland, at 1.15 p. m., Wednes
day, and left the scene without
stopping. Damage was done to
the left door of the Kunesh car.

EGGS
24 HOURS SELF-SERVICE
CANDLED - CARTONED
REFRIGERATED

Medium - - -- 50c
Large - — -- 55c
Ex. Large - --65c
Jumbo - - - -- 70c
Rockland
100-Th-tf

Gas Installation

ted
Service
CAU

A. C. McLOON

& CO.
BOCKLAND, MAINB
TEL. LT 4-MM

8241

BORN

Vernon, Conn., Nov.
20. to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Blaine
(Roberta Walsh of Rockland) a
daughter—Katie Anne.
Carroll—At Camden Community
Hospital, Nov. 25. to Mr. and Mrs.
Royce Caroll of Rockport, a daugh
ter.
Babbidge—At Camden Commu
Blaine—At

nity Hospital, Nov. 25, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick Babbidge of Dark
Harbor, a daughter—Peggy Lynn.

Hanley—At Camden Community
Hospital, Nov. 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Hanley of Camden, a
son—Derek Anthony.

MARRIED

Seekins-Vanorse — At Rockland,
Nov. 22, Philip James Seekins of
Thomaston and Pearle Estelle
Vanorse of Rockland, by Rev.
Charles Monteith.
Thompson-Wadsworth—At Rock
land. Nov. 14, Vernon Thompson of
North Waldoboro and Julia Ann
Wadsworth of Rockland, by Rev.
Chester M. Staples.
Larrabee—At Rockland, Nov. 25,
Mrs. Mame F. Larrabee, widow of
Frank Larrabee, age 76 years.
Funeral services Saturday at 11
o'clock from the Russell Funeral
Home with Rev. Roy I. Bohanan
officiating. Interment will be in
Achorn Cemetery.
Wotton—At Rockland:, Nov. 25,
Walter Wotton, age 50 years.. Fun
eral services are being arranged
by the Russell Funeral Home.
Linscott—At South Thomaston,
Nov. 24, Jesse R. Linscott of Rock
land, age 12 years. Funeral serv
ices Saturday at 2 p. m. ’from the
Burpee Funeral Home with Rev.
Charles Monteith officiating.
Welt—At Waldoboro. Nov. 25. Os
mond Welt, age 87 years.. Funeral
services’ Saturday at 2 p. m. from
the Waltz Funeral Home in Waldo
boro with Rev. James A. Purington
officiating. Interment will be in
German Lutheran Cemetery.
MacLaughlin—At Rockland. Nov.
24, Ralph E. MacLaughlin of Old
County Road, age 27 years. Fun
eral services Friday at 2 p. m.
from the Burpee Funeral Home
with Rev. Charles Monteith officiat
ing.
Interment will be in East
Warren Cemetery.
MUIer—At Rockland.' Nov. 23,
Mrs. Dora R. Miller of Wheelers
Bay, St. George, age 66 years.
Funeral services Friday at 1 p. m.
from the Russell Funeral Home
with Rev. Roy 1. Bohanan officiat
ing. Interment will be in Forest
Hill Cemetery. South Thomaston.

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank all our friends
and neighbors from Camden and
Rockland for flowers and acts of
kindness during the death of our
mother and grandmother, Mrs.
Carolena Lawrence.
Daughters. Sadie Studley and
Ada Start; Granddaughter. Zettie
Burns.
142-lt

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CABL M. STILPHEN
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE
LADT ASSISTANT

mow LY 4-4411
*1

No Takers Found
For South Hope
School House

In your dealings with others The century old, wooden frame
first consider what is right—right schoolhouse still remains unwanted
always pays.
and undesired in South Hope, off

DIED

FARM FRESH

360 Broadway

Richard Warren liayo, age 14,
son of Mr. add Mrs. Robert K.
Mayo, 38 Crescent Street, was
treated at Knox County General
Hospital on Tuesday afternoon
after cutting off the tips of two
fingers on this left hand in an
accident at Manual Training class
at Rockland High School.
He
was later released.

The City Council appointed the
Democratic and Republican ballot
clerks for the Dec. 7 election and
approved
nine liquor applica
tions, Monday evening, as well as
listen to a petition from the resi
dents of Pen Bay Acres in rela
tion to improved drainage eeystem.
The Pen Bay residents will con
fer with City Manager Charles
Haynes and City Engineer George
Trafton, Saturday morning, on
the site to discuss the problem.
Appointed as ballot clerks from
the Democratic City Committee
for the City election were: Ward
One, Gladyse Burns. Bernice
Staples and Maria Knight; Ward
Two, Louise Crozier, Katherine
Mullen and Audrey Teel; and
Ward Three, Adelaide Kaler, Tiny
Niles and Doris Delano.
Ballot clerks for the Republican
City Committee are: Ward One,
Isabel Ureneff, Margaret Margeson and Louise Carroll, with
Emma Hill and Ina Webber as al
ternates; Ward Two, Louise Greg
ory, Flora
Gray and Mary Jor
dan, with Jennie Gilley as alter
nate; and
Ward Three. Inez
Ames, Helen Bean and Gertrule
Merrill, with Adelma Mullen as
alternate.
The list from the Democratic
City Committee was submitted by
D. Robert McCarty, chairman;
and William Glover, vice chair
man; and the names from the
Republican City Committee came
from Miss Pearl Borgerson, vice
chairman.
The nine applications approved
by the Council for the sale of
spirituous,
vinous
and
malt
liquors were made by: Rockland
Lodge of Elks, Winslow-HolbrookMerrltt, American Legion Post.
Rockland Hotel, Bay View Hotel,
Oasis Hotel, Log Cabin Lunch,
Upham's Coffee Shop, Thorndike
Hotel and Napoli’s Pizza House.
The licenses will be issued by
the Maine Liquor Commission,
City Manager Charles Haynes
added, based upon the approval
of the Council.

taut urn

Route 17, although the Board of
Selectmen have repeatedly an
nounced that they are receptive to
any offer, First Selectman Ray
mond Ludwig; said Tuesday.
•Use of the building as a one room
schoolhouse for the students in the
South Hope area was discontinued
three years ago, Ludwig added,
when the school facilities for the
town were consolidated in the new
building at Hope Corners.
Gone from the schoolhouse are
the oil burning stove and some of
the desks and chairs which w^re
auctioned off when the building
was closed after a century of serv
ice to the* South Hope area.
The Selectmen found no response
from the public at the deadline for
submitting bids, Monday noon, so
they are still open for offers, Lud
wig added.

■

Photo by Shear

Martin B. McKneally, center, national commander of the American Legion, discusses the highlights
of his talk with the commander of the Winslow-Holbrook-Merrltt Post, George Sleeper of Owls Head, left;
and the commander of the State Legion Department, Robert MacFarland of Thomaston. McKneally ad
dressed the Legionnaires, Monday evening, at the Rockland Legion Home.
The national commander of the
American Legion, Martin B. Mc
Kneally, told Legionnaires at the
Rockland Legion Home, Monday
evening, that posts should co-or
dinate their efforts with local
medical societies in establishing
clinics for administrating salk
vaccine to combat paralytic polio.
McKneally, who wound up his
short stay in Maine with the
Rockland visit, also mentioned
that the lack of home, church and
school training attributed to the
mental breakdown of American
soldiers who fell into the hands
of the enemy in the Korean War.
Turning to Fidel Castro and the
Cuban uprising, the national com
mander warned that a weak
policy toward Castro will not aid
the United States and the stabil
ity of the Latin American coun
tries.
The American region head said
that the recent outbreak of para
lytic polio has brought forth the
necessity of staging salk vaccine
shots on a large, community
scale and urged that the Legion
make available the vaccine on a
local level in co-operation with
the local medical organizations.
He also said he believes that
the Legion should take an active
part in projects to aid retarded
children. He stated that these
children have useful lives to live
and can be made into useful and
responsible citizens if they are
properly cared for and taught the
sense of belonging by other mem
bers of the society to which they
belong.
McKeally traced the failure of
the American prisoners of war to

High Water
(Continued from Page One)
flooded, Tuesday night, since the
drainage
sj’stems could
not
handle the heavy water fast
enough.
Cars waded through
several inches of water in nu
merous spots throughout the city.
From the time of the cloud
burst, both the fire department
and the highway crews received
calls from property owners for
assistance in draining out flood
ed cellars. The fire department
alone had listed 10 calls on Tues
day.
Halligan added that the most
serious spots in the city were
Rankin Street, the new stretch of
highway on Maverick Street and
the steep grade leading down to
the buildings of the former City
Farm.
In Camden, numerous flooded
cellars plus keeping the sewer
entrances clear of leaves, had
the highway crews busy through
Tuesday evening. However. Town
Manager Sterling Morris stated
that the town did not have any
serious flooded areas or wash
outs.
In Rockport, several washouts
were reported on Vinal and Pleas
ant Streets, with portions of the
new construction on Meadow
Street soften from the gushing
rain.
Both Thomaston and Waldoboro
experienced minor difficulties in
keeping the water flowing into
the culverts and catch basins.
CARD OF THANKS

We would* like to thank our
friends and neighbors for their kind
ness and sympathy shown us dur
ing our recent bereavement.
The Family of Harold D. Saw
yer.
142-lt

ROSS
MOTORS,
INCsy
Rockland

resist Communist indoctrination#1
to the lack of a solid base which
should have been acquired in the
home, church and school. He said
that the American soldiers who
were captured fell apart because
they were uninformed and with
The Rockland Rotary Club will
out the strength of character to
withstand the pressure exerted observe its 35th anniversity Friday
upon them.
w’ith charter members and honor
In the situation of Fidel Castro, ary members as guests and a three
the Legion head noted that the
point telephone hookup during the
Cuban leader may or may not be
a Communist, but he is conduct meeting.
President Robert W. Hudson said
ing business of a Communist, and
urged a strong, positive policy Wewnesday that Reginald Meyers,
in order to help maintain the re local Telephone Company manager,
spectability of this country around
had arranged a telephone conversa
the world and the stability of the
tion with the Dover. N. H., club and
South American nations.
He also urged the necessity for Rotary International headquarters
strong leadership in what he at Evanston, Ill. Speaking to local
termed the “most troubled period Rotarians from Dover will be Irvin
in history when one billion of our La vine, Rotary district governor.
fellow human beings are under Rotary International figures will
speak from Evanston.
Communist domination.”
Charter members to be honored
McKneally landed in Maine on
Sunday, where he was guest at a will include: Alan L. Bird, who
banquet in Rumford that evening, served as club president in 1933-34
and then- traveled to Augusta. I and as district governor in 1935-36;
Monday, for a brief visit with Albert C. McLoon. Homer E. Rob
inson. president in 1930-31, and
Governor Clinton A. Clauson.
George B. Wood, who headed the
club in 1949-50.*
Also, Glen A. Lawrence, now of
Belfast; H. Nelson McDougal of
Portland and Fred L. Liniken. The
first two are still Rotarians. holding
membership in their local clubs.
Honorary members to be recog
Camden town officials were taken nized are: Dr. Walter P. Conley,
on a tour of the renovated Knox president in 1934-35; Charles M.
County Genera; Hospital. Thursday. Sheldon, president in 1932-33. and
Nov. 19, as a part of the program Stafford M. Congdon, the 1953-54
of familiarizing local officials of president.
the progress made the facilities at

Rockland Rotary
To Mark Its 35th
Birthday Friday

Camden Officials
Go On Tour of
Knox Hospital

ROCKLAND

Wbu it's eoty to....

PARK . . . SHOP ... SAVE!
LEAN, SHORT SHANK

Rescue Mission
Tuesday Night
The Coast Guard buoy tender
Laurel was called out on an emer
gency run at the height ot the
Tuesday night-storm to aid a tug
and barge in trouble off the
mouth of the Kennebec River.
The 66 foot tug Alton A. had
radioed for help as heavy seas
buffeted her and her tow of a 190
foot barge which she had pulled
off the beach in a salvage opera
tion earlier in the day. Heavy
rain and low visibility added to
the difficulties?
During the night the tug and
barge became separated and the
tug anchored off the Coast Guard
Station at Popham Beach to ride
out the storm. The patrol boat
from the station located the barge
aground on Jenny Island at the
mouth of the New Meadows River
a few miles away at 8 a. m.
The barge tender, a Mr. Morton
of Portland, was taken off and
given minor medical attention
aboard the Laurel which brought
him into Rockland about 4:30 p. m.
Wednesday, to recover from his
experience.
The Alton A. was once owned by
Alton Prock, Rockland marine contratcor who used her as a whiting
dragger. She was sold to a Port
land parties some time ago and
converted to a tug.

Two students at Camden High
School. Susan Masalin and Nancy
Rankin, completed the flrst quar
ter ot the school year with a per
fect record of all A's. Forty-five
other students received A’s and
B's on their rank cards.
They are: Seniors, Anita Bar
rett.
Wanda
Callahan,
Betsy
Crockett, Bernice Carnage, Karen
Goodridge, Mary Hammill, Har
vey Kelley, Gary Masalin, Dawn
McKeen, Emily Philbrook, War
ren Prince, Glenna Rollins, Ralph
Stone,
Kay Whittier,
Thelma
Wooster, Judith Young and Rich
ard Young.
Juniors. Edward Dodge. John
Gillmor, Elinor Hardy, Charles
Knight. Richard Moody, Audrey
Simpson.
Judy
Warren
and
Brenda Young.
Sophomores, Janet
Callahan,
Juanita Carle, Melvin Dorr, Ro
berta Freeman, Elaine Frost,
Paul
MacFarland,
Elizabeth
MacLeod. Allen Pottle, Patricia
Steele. Rebecca Waterman, Cyn
thia Young and Joyce Young.
Freshmen.
Carol
Chapman,
Lucille Chapin. Mary Connell,
Wayne Hanson. Virginia Scruton,
Carol Simpson, Rita St. John and
Darlene Stearns.

Smith Resigns
From Fisherman,
Brace New Editor

MUNICIPAL COURT
TUESDAY

Gerald Harriman, 17, of Union
was arraigned before Judge Christy
C. Adams in- Municipal Court,
Tuesday morning, on a charge ot
breaking and entering into Union
High School, November 13.
He pleaded not guilty and the
complaint, lodged by State Police,
was continued without hearing to
January 19 and Harriman was
placed on probation in the custody
of his parents.
• • •
A charge of failing to report an
accident to proper authorities
against John L. Cushman, 26, of
Searsmont, was continued to No
vember 30.
State Police said that Cushman
failed to notify police shortly after
the Penobscot Poultry Company
truck he was operating on Route
131 in Union, November 13. skid
ded on ice and rammed into guard
rails. An estimated $50 damage
was sustained to the truck.
• • •
Robert Hanson. 24. of 46 Grace
Street. Rockland, paid a $20 fine
after pleading guilty to passing a
stop sign at the intersection o%the
Hatchet Mountain Road and Route
17 in East Union. November 22.
State Police lodged the complaint.
• • •
WEDNESDAY
Elwood Gross, 58, of Stoning
ton, was found guilty, before As
sociate Judge Domenic Cuccinello,
Wednesday of passing a school
bus on Route 1 in Rockport. Nov.
5. He paid $20.
State Police
lodged the complaint.

The Journal Publishing Com
pany of Belfast, announced, Wed
nesday. the resignation of C.
Owen Smith as editor and pub
lisher of the Maine Coast Fisher
man. a monthly trade newspaper
of the commercial fishing indus
try with editorial and advertising
offices located at Camden. The
new editor is Russell W. Brace
of Belfast.
The resignation of Nathan C.
Fuller of Rockland as managing
editor is also announced. He will
be replaced by David R. Getchell
of Camden.
Brace and Getchell are natives
of Maine who have had long as
sociations with the coastal area
of the State. Brace, a resident of
Belfast, was graduated
from
Dartmouth College and subse
quently served the United States
in the Far East as an officer with
the U. S. Air Force. His newspa
per experience has been with the
Journal Publishing Company in
Belfast.
Getchell, born in Bangor, was
graduated from the University of
Maine with a degree in journal
ism. He was news aditor on the
former Bangor Commercial be
fore entering the army as a train
ing officer.
Upon leaving the
service, he worked as state edi
tor on the Lorain (Ohio) Journal
before returing to Maine to take
the hospital.
a position as an assistant editor of
Making the tour were Selectmen
DoAvn East Magazine in Camden.
Aubrey Young. Wallace Heal, and
Kendric Libby. Town Manager
Sterling Morris, and a trustee from
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT
Camden. David H. Montgomery.
FOR THAT GIFT FOR CHRISTMAS?
Dr. Edward Morse, who makes his
home in Camden, and trustee Cleo
(OR FOR ANY OCCASION)
Goderre of Union helped conduct
Why not see my homemade items such aa: Necktie Racks,
the tour with Richard Leavitt, ad
Cocktail Wagons, Tea Wagons, Plant Stands, Lamp and Maga
zine Stands, Plant Box Lamps, Sleighs for Xmas Decorations,
ministrator.
Kiddie Chairs and Wheelbarrows, Doll Cradles - some stained
Two trustees from Camden. Mor
or painted - some unfinished.
gan Elmer and Charles Merritt,
were unable to attend because of
Also Lawn Chairs, Picnic Tables and Benches, Barbecue
out of town business.
Wagons, Imitation Brick Lawn Planters, Window Plant Boxes
Last call for personalized cards
or stationery for Christmas. Still
have a splendid asst, of box
Christmas cards.
Order mags,
now for gifts.. Call or write Sher
wood E. Frost. 158 No Main St.
Tel. Lyric 4-4807.
14P142

SHOULDERS
GOLDEN
SMOKED

laurel Called On

Two Earn All A's
On Camden High
Honor Listing

with Brackets, Small Border Fences for Walks and Gardens.

HUNT
TEL. LYric 4-4674

G U S
71 NO. MAIN ST.

Home Evenings Moe.-Pri., 7-6, Snn. 10 ». m. - 8 p. m.
Or By Appointment
LAYAWAY PLAN IF DESIRED. BUY EARLY.

142-lt

TRIM THE FAMILY TREE WITH

lb.

FRESH, LEAN

GROUND

BEEF 2 lbs.

a watch to

MELLO-RIPE

wear with pride!

BANANAS,b10

PRODUCT OF IONGINES-WITTNAUER
Wittnouer watches are styled in the mode

of today—built to run faithfully for countless tomorrow*. This
proud product of Longines-Wittnauer gives the smart

watch buyer the best dollar value he can find. Illustrated left to right—

qo-w DISHWARE COUPON

a graceful, shock-resistant watch, $39.95; a sturdy All-Proof
watch, $55; an exquisitely detailed watch with shock-resistant

WITH 6-PACK NESBITTS ORANGE SODA

OR

HIRES’ ROOT

movement, $59.95; a handsome self-winding watch with maximum protection

BEER

against all hazards, $71.50 . Prices include federal tax.

I

THIN - THIN - THIN - THIN
X-MAS

Come in and see these and other new

•*

Wittnouer watches in our stores

EASY CREDIT TERMS
LIBERAL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

RIBBON
CQe
CANDY Box 33

MAIN ST,

BOCKLAND
142-lt

142-lt
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MISS TURNBULL TO BE MARRIED

Mr. and Mrs. James F Whit
Charles Cross, a junior at Buw<toin. is spending the holidays with nev and children James. Jr
Ms parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Jeffrey and Jon of Saxonville. are
Thanksgiving weekend guests of,
Cross.

her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Rob-'
Mrs. Frances Mosher has re ert K. Mavo. 38 Crescent Street
timed home from Knox Hospital,
The Roekland Senior Girl Scout
where ehe has been a surgical
Troop 3 will meet on Monday eve
patient.
ning Nov. 30. at the home of
Mrs. Dorothy Baxter is absent Carolyn Thompson, in Owls Head.
from the office of E. C. Moi an Plans will be made for the rec
ord hop to he held at the Com- ■
Co., due to illness.
munity Building on Saturday,
Rev. David Suiette spoke on Dec. 12
“Holidays” at the Monday night
The Rockland Girl Scout Day
meeting of the Kiwanis Club at
the Thorndike Hotel. A director’s Camp Committee will meet at the
meeting will be held next Monday Farnsworth Museum Auditorium
on Tuesday. Dee. 1 at 7 30 p. m.
night.

Lieutenant Commander Jack
McCann of the t’SOG former skip
per of the Laurel, formerly sta
tioned here in Rockland, and Mrs.
McCann, have purchased a home
at 25 Whitney Avenue. Grasmere.
Staten Island. New York

It Was voted to buy a TB Bond,

at the meeting of the American
Legion Auxiliary held at the
Rockland Legion Hall on Tuesday
evening. Mrs. Berniece Jackson
preaided and it was also voted to
^postpone the Tuesday. Dec. 8
meeting. The next meeting will
be the Christmas party, which
will be held on Tuesday. Dec. 15.
A aupper will precede the meet
ing with Mrs. Flora Jameson as
chairman.
assisted
by
Mrs.
Helena Ramsdell. The Third
District Council meeting will be
held in Thomaston on Tuesday.
Dec. 8.

President Margaret Hanscom
presided at the meeting of the
Roekland Girl Scout Association
meeting held at the Farnsworth
Museum on Tuesday evening. It
was decided that each troop will
give fifty Cents per girl for the
Girl Scout Day Camp. Mrs. Iva
Ware, vice president of the Girl
Scout Counctl, presented a slate
of officers for the coming year
Changes in local policies anti pro
cedures were read by Carolyn
Reichel for the group to deliber
ate on. The next meeting will be
a Christmas party for the leaders
to be held at the Congregational
Church.
The date* will be an
nounced later.

Photo by Morrison Studio
Miss Frances L. Turnbull

PTA At Rockport
Miss
Hears Talk About
Guidance Program

After a business meeting con- i
ducted by the new president of1
the Rockport PTA. Philip Carroll ■
of West
Rockport.
Kennedy |
Crane. Jr., introduced the speak-'
er of the evening
Philip Cameron, guidance di-!
i-ector of School Administrative
District 5, explained the exten
sive guidance given to pupils of
his district, which starts on the
junior high school level and con
tinues through graduation, being
part group work and part indivi
dual conference. Cameron urged
businessmen to contact his office
when in need of help on a parttime basis. He will then furnish
credentials of two or three stu
dents to the employer who later
interviews the candidates and
chooses the one whom he feels
can do the work best He explained
that this real-life competition is
good for young people; when they
are next best, they analyze them
selves to find out why they failed
Mrs. Gertrude Boody of Rockland, past grand matron of Golden Rod Chapter of the State Board
to get the job. More often than
and acting installing marshal, presents the Grand Worthy Associate Advisor jewel to Drurilla Martin,
not this leads to more serious at Tuesday evening, while Miss Katherine Veazie, State Executive Board member, watches. Photo by Shear
titude about school work.
After holding the interest of,
Miss Drucilla S. Martin, daugh-lthe Worthy Associate Advisor of| rier, matron and patron of the
parents and teachers for better ter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mar- the Rockland Assembly.
Miss sponsoring chapter.
than a half hour, Cameron an- tin of Cedar Street was installed Katherine A. Veazie, member of
Members of the Eastern Star
swered their questions for another as Grand Worthy Associate Ad- the State Executive Board, was and Masons were present from
' visor of the Grand Assembly of the installing officer, assisted by Rockland.
Thomaston.
South
half hour.
The December meeting of the Maine. Order of Rainbow for Mrs. Gertrude Boody, also of the Thomaston. Camden, Rockport,
group will be held on Monday., Girls, at
ceremonies held on State Board, acting as marshal.
Tenants Harbor and Damari
Dec. 14. a week earlier than usual Tuesday evening at the Rockland
Preceding the installation, the scotta.
due to the Christmas vacation.
Masonic Temple. Miss Martin is ritualistic work of the Rainbow
Mrs. Underhill. who is the
Girls was exemplified under the Junior Past Worthy Advisor of
direction of Miss Sheila Vinal, the Rockland Assembly was pre
Worthy Advisor, and Mrs. Alice sented with a certificate making
Martin,
Mother Advisor, with her a Majority member of Rain
Miss Linda Allen of Thomaston, bow, by virtue of her recent mar
acting as candidate.
riage.
Distinguished guests presented
Following the meeting an in
The parsonage of the Littlefield | maid of honor. Miss Sonja ChadMemorial
Baptist Church
in j bourn of Rockland, wore a royal were: Miss Karen Seavey, Grand formal reception was held for
Representative to Texas; Miss Miss Martin after which refresh
Rockland was the scene on Satur blue suit with white accessories Norma Clark of Thomaston, Past ments were served in the banquet
and
a
corsage
of
white
roses.
The
day. Nov. 14, of the wedding of
Grand* Hope; Miss Veazie and hall. Miss Louise Stilphen, Miss
Miss
Julia Ann
Wadsworth, beet man was Private First Class Mrs. Boody, members of the Ruth Brewer, and Miss Nadine
Kenneth
Wadsworth
of
Fort
Dev

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ken
State Executive Board;
Mrs. Dowling were in charge, assisted
neth Wadsworth, 26 Jefferson ens. Ma ss., brother of the bride. Gypeie Converse Underhill of by Mrs. Simmons, Mrs. Evelyn
Street, to Vernon Thompson of I
Following the ceremony, a re Camden, Past Worthy Advisor; Munsey and Mrs. Eleanor Clark
The double ception was held at the home of I Mr"~Clara’ S Watts ofRockland. of the Advisory Board. Mr. and
North Waldobboro.
ring ceremony was performed by the bride’s parents.
The guest i pas^ Mother Advisor; Mrs. Pris- Mrs. Alden Davis of the Advisory
Rev. Chester M. Staples,, pastoi Pbook was circulated by Mise cilia Moss of Thomaston. Grand Board acted as host and hostess
of the church.
| Betty Wadsworth, sister of the Martha of the Grand Chapter of for the evening and Miss Betty
The bride was attired in a medi bride.
Miss Ethel Wadsworth.
Eastern Star and Mrs. Mar- Lee Clark had charge of the guest
um gray suit, with white acces sister of the bride, had charge of! garej Simmons and Albert Fer book.
sories and complimented by a tile gift table. The bride’s cake ____ __________________________’
corsage of white roses.
The was made by Mrs. Bernard Ka
le r. sister of the bride.
Mrs.
of West Rockport; Mrs. Adelaide Addle Kaler made an attractive
Pettegrove and Mr. and Mrs. centerpiece which was compli
mented by tall silver candlesticks
Arthui Thompson of Rockpoit.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Keizer. and white candles which centered
Mrs. Joyce
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Keizer. Clay the bride’s table.
ton Keizer, Jr.. Miss Pauline Kaler finished cutting the cake,
Keizer. John Cook. Mr. and Mis. and Mrs. Ira Walter assisted in
Mrs. Irma Anderson
Donald Ross. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy serving.
Seekins. Mr. and Mrs. George Ha’.l. dipped punch.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hail, Mr. and I Guests who attended the recepMis. Dona'.d Paulsen. Miss Janice I tion were: Mrs. Ruth Spear of!
AFTERNOONS
2 to 4 P. M.
Hall. Mr. and Mrs. Philip Seekins ; Hope; Mr. and Mrs. Ira Walter!
and Wayne Seekins of Thomaston; • of North Waldoboro; Mrs. Anna-1
Until Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Grierson of ■ belle Stone and daughter Linda!
South Thomaston; Mr. and Mrs. ! of Owls Head; Mr . and Mrs. |
Have Your Child’s Picture Taken with Santa
Floyd Mank. Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Samuel Wadsworth of Thomaston.1
Mank. and Mr. and Mrs. Vernon : Mrs. Addie Kaler, Mr. and Mrs.!
IN FULL COLOR
Mank of Warren; Mr. and Mrs. | Bernard Kaler, Jr., and daughLewis Smith of Waldoboro; Mr. and j tors Linda and Barbara. Mrs.:
4x6 Color Photo in Folder
Only $1.50
Mrs. Jean Pierre LeGloabec of Al ' Irma Anderson, Mr. and Mrs.!
bany. N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. William i Charles Wadsworth. Mrs. Maud
Photos by John Low
Sharpe of St. Loius. Mo.
Tolman, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth!
i Wadsworth, all of Rockland.
I
Following the reception, the!
couple left for a wedding trip of
unannounced destination. On their
STORE HOURS: 9 30 to 3. FRIDAYS ’TIL 9.
return they will be at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Walter,
141-lt
Walter, North Waldoboro.
i

MISS WADSWORTH MARRIED IN
ROCKLAND CHURCH CEREMONIES

Mi. and Mrs. Edward A. TurnMiss Turnbull is a senior at
' bull of Rockland announce the en-j Rockland High School,
j gagement of their daughter, FranWadsworth attended Rockland
i ces Louise, to Private First Class' schools and is now serving three
Kenneth Phillip Wadsworth, son of I years in the U. S. Army.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wadbworth
No date has been set for the
The American Legion Auxiliary
of Rockland.
, wedding.
A
housewarming
was
given
to
Will hold a rummage sale at the
Grand Army Hall on Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morris.
Nov. 28. at 9.30 a. m. Mrs. Laura Monday evening at the David
residence on Cottage
Gregory is chairman. Members, Duncan
are asked to leave the rummage Street in Vinalhaven. where the
at the GAR Hall on Friday eve Morrises are now making their
home. Mr. and Mrs. Morris at
ning or call Lyric 4-4213.
Pearle Estelle Vanorse. daughter Eugley, Mrs. Sarah Tolman, and
Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas C. One time made their home on the of Mr. and Mrs. Beit Vanorse of Mr. and Mrs. George Gray, all of
island,
but
have
been
residing
Baum and sons Thomas and Tim
Waldoboro; Mr. and1 Mrs. Fred
othy of Enfield. Conn., are the past 43 years in Massachu 11 Bay View Square, became the Schlechier. Miss Linda Walker.
Morris has now retired bride of Philip James Seekins. son Miss Jeanne Drinkwater, Mr. and
Thanksgiving guests of her par setts.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. June Champ and they will make the island of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Seekins, Mrs. Edward Treigh and son
lin, Orange Street, and his par their home in the future.
Beechwood Stieet, Thomaston. Sun-1 George. Mr. and Mis. Elwin SeekPresent at the housewarming day. Nov. 22. at 7:30 p. m. at the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lud
were:
Mi.
and
Mrs.
Ted
Mac

home of the bride’s aunt. Mrs.
wig, in Thomaston.
Donald, Mr. and Mis. Ernest Laurence Wildes. The home was and Mrs. Walter Johnson. Mis. Ira
Clayter. Sr.. Mr. and Mrs. Hoilis decorated with yellow, red and' pink Seekins. Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Read The Courier-Gazette
roses, white and1 pink poms and Seekins. Ml. and Mis. Roland Seek
evergreen. Rev. Charles Monteith ins, Ji., Mr. and Mrs. Henry
performed the double ring cere Sprague, and Mrs. Celia Ball of
mony. Traditional wdding music Belfast.
was played.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Herberts
The bride, given in marriage by of Hallowell; Mr. and Mrs. Au
her father, woi e a Chantilly lace gustus Moody of Damariscotta
over powder blue gown, fashioned Mills: Miss Doris Seekins of Boswith three-quarter length fitted I ton; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Gotte
sleeves and she wore a fingertip of Bath; Mr. and Mrs. John Paul
illusion veil. She* carried a white sen of Turner Center; Mrs. Mae
prayer book centered with white Grotton of Coopers Mills; Mr. and
carnations.
Mrs. Alfred Fredette of Owls Head;
The marton of honor. Mrs. Brian Mr. and Mis. Ralph Thompson of
Smallwood, wore a gray suit com Ingrahams Hill; Mr. and Mrs. Al
plimented with a corsage of pink ton Hupper of Port Clyde; Mr. and
carnations.
Mis. Milford Peabody of South
The best man was Walter Butler. Waldoboro; Mrs. Eleen Thorndike
Milton and Bert Vanorse, Jr.,
brothers of the bride, were ushers.
The bride’s mother wore a blue
brocaded taffeta dress compliment
ed by a corsage of yellow poms.
The bridegroom’s mother wore a
blue silk dress with a pink and
white carnation corsage.
A reception was held following
the ceremony at Mis Wildes home.
Lorraine Robinson circulated the
guest book and Mrs. Winifred Earl
had charge of the gift table. Those
who assisted in serving were Mrs.
Alton Gray. Mrs Kenneth Smith
and. Mrs. Ethel Wildes.
Following the reception
the
couple left on a wedding trip to
New Hampshire. The bride wore a
.avender suit complimented by
white accessories and a white car
nation colsage.
Mrs. Seekins is a senior at Rock
The finely tapered collar and roll-up sleeves AQQ
land High School.
create a wonderful look in this shirt of
The bridegroom attended Thom
63" Dacron* polyester and 33'- fine cotton.
aston schools and is employed! at
Harold Ralph’s in Waldoboro.
It’s smooth drip-dry ini. Refreshing in white paitels,
Out of town guests were: Mr.
brighter tones Sizes 30 to 3S.
and Mis. Frederick Carroll. Mr.
It's the no-iron fabric ailtt rtised in Reader’s Digest!
and Mis Burleigh Mank. Mr. and
Mis Burleigh Mank Jr.. Biyant
• Experienced and friendly salespeople will have
Mank, Mr. and Mrs. Earle J.
Miller. Mi. and Mrs. Maynard
time to help you find "Just the Right Gift."

Vinalhaven Pair
Honored Guests At
House Warming

SEEKINS-VANORSE NUPTIALS ARE
PERFORMED IN EVENING CEREMONY

Tfce IVtwwi'b

Sfce|>

marvelous
value!

Martin State Rainbow Girls Officer

SANTA CLAUS
is coming to
Senter-Crane's
TOY LAND

SeKlCi-Ouute's

You Will Enjoy

Shopping Early

Ship'n Shore’s no-iron casual shirt

Al SeKlet-Cnwe's

HASKELL & C0R1HELL

TEL CEdar 6-3284

CAMDEN, MAINE
142-lt

CASH?
Just say

the word I
‘'You’re the boss” at Beneficial
Lots of shopping to do? Only Beneficial's Holiday Money
SPECIAL gives you cash for holiday shopping . . . plus cash
for left-over bills . . . phis International Credit Card to get
extra cash at any of 1200 loan offices'. I’h-ine today!

Leans $20 to $2500—Your life insured at no extra cost
356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MFMORIAL BLDG. • LYric 4-4484

Open Friday Evenings t ntil 8 and Sat. Mornings Until Nihui
l««a nod, •• ntidenk ,1 oil ui.CimA: a i.«* * tcooi ala me-1, b, noil

BENEFICIAL

Burgess. Sr , Mi. and Mis. Murray Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Wa.ter Geary. Mr. and Mrs. oJhn
Chilles. Mrs. Luther Burns, Mr
anti Mrs
David Duncan, Jr..
Mi> Clan nee B< nnett, Mrs Lola
Swears. Miss Cassie Small. Mrs.
Lucy Skoog. Mrs. Annette Phil- |
brook. David Dunean. Si., Mrs.
Thomas Baum, Mrs. Helen Haskell.
Thost invited who n-nt gifts but
wi n- unab’.e to attend were: Tenet
Christie
Miss Elisabeth Rose,
Mi. and Mis. John Stordahl. Mis.
Elsie Calderwood, Mr. and Mrs.
George Geary Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis Burgees. Jr. Also present
were Mr.-. Claudine Dyer. Mrs.
Vi i n Young Mis. Florence Estes. '
Th*
table decorations were J
pink and whit* . Decorat' d cakes,
sandwiches, cookies, punch, and i
coffee, were served by Mrs. Gor
don Burgess, and Mrs. David
Duncan. Jr.
The couple re
ceived many nice gifts.

World's Only
Fully AutomoWc Cloonor

r

KNEFICIAl

© ixrcTRoujy

FodsryUkufAonW Safa, tad Sanfaa
BRAD PECK — LYric 4-8147

•. MCNEFICIAL FINANCE CO

142-U

141-143 >

• Free Christmas Gift Wrapping Service naw ready for

Smart Santas give every girl—sheer, sheer

your convenience. Use it now before the rush!

Berkshire stockings

• Our stocks are at their peak! Selections were never

better, with still time for "Special Orders" if required.

• Our Credit Department is at your service.

If you

don't have a Senter-Crane's credit card, come in, talk

Wife, daughter, secretary, sister,
mother, baby sitter., .every girl
loves stockings! Especially sheer,
sheer Berkshire stockings! Why?
No other stockings fit so well —
cling so closely.
And Berkshires are guaranteed!
'ITianks to nyloc? Berkshire’s re
markable run-stop barrier at the

it over. We'd like to serve you.

•Pvrntti

Come In Today for

top and toe of each stocking, no
runs starting at top or toe can enter
the sheer leg area. Or your girl gets
a new pair free!
You’ll be her favorite Santa when
you present her with a boxful of
Berkshires—with seams or withoutShe’ll love Berkshire’s stocking
colors, too!

from 1.35 the pair

Leisurely Early Shopping!

Senter-Crane's

ELECTROLUX*

FINANCE CO.

more

I

STORE UOVRS: 9.W to 5. FRIDAYS ’TIL ».
14>-lt

141-lt
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Woodward.

Rockport Girl
Scouts Present
Awards Program

Linda

Colby,

Cathy son and Judy Grey, by Mrs. Una

l Thurston, Linda Anderson, Susan Ames.
Sixteen girls receiving their
i Compton, Ruth Hatch, Thelma
! Grey, Paula Godridge, Sandra Mor- cyclist and backyard camper
badges were: Frances Bradford.
' rill and Carol Lammi. The girls Nancy Wheeler. Cheryl Merrifield.
were
instructed
by
Senior
Scout
Martha Drisko. Carolyn May, Cathy
Rockport Girl Scouts of Lone
Linda Ames and' Assistant Leader Ladd. Jean Sprague. Cathy Dodge,
Troop 1 have held an investures Mrs. Caroline Barrows.
The 13 Brenda Hall. Carol Simonton. Mar
and) Court of Awards at the Metho girls were received into the troop jorie Hyssong, Sheila Dennison,
dist Church.
A candlelight in by Leader Mrs. Una Ames.
! Gail Lane, Joyce Crockett, Eliza
An lnvesture was held for the beth Grant and Melody Keller.
vesture was experienced by 13
girls:
Jackie Miller. Charlene four new Senior Socuts, Arleigh Three more girls received their
Jones, Lois Jean Barrows. Eileen Berry, Linda Ames, Brenda Erick- backyard campr badge, Rosemary
Gordon, Rebecca St. Clair and
Susan Umberger.
Cyclist badge
work was started July 6 and finishetd October 14. Girls took sev
eral rides and studied rules on
safety riding. Backyard camper
badge work was started in Novemi ber, 1958. and was finished in Octo
400 MAIN STREET
ber, 1959.
The girls learned to
build a fireplace, set up pup tent,
cook on a tin stove and live out
doors. Eight girls that received
the camp craft badge were Elizai beth Grant. Brenda Hall, Cheryl
■ t
' Merrifield. Nancy Wheeler. Cathy
Dodge, Joyce Crockett. Martha
Drisko and' Cathy Dadd.
These
girls camped a weekend at a coti tage at Norton’s Pond.
Leaders
were Mrs. Marjorie Dodge, Mrs
June Merrifield and Mrs. Una
Ames.
Other awards were: Garden flow
er badge received by Sharon Robj erts; child care badge received by
Rosmary Barrows; and cook and
pioneer badges received by Susan
’ Umberger.
The following girls received their
clothing, housekeeping and home&
making badges under Leader Mrs.
Mildred Roberts: Rosemary Barraws. Frances Bradford, Judy
Grey. Marjorie Hyssong. Sharon
Roberts. Rebecca St. Clair and
Susan Umberger.
Melody Keller
Completely washable.
received the housekeeping and
Heavyweight poplin
homemaking badges. These girls
with colorful knit
had a display of picturs showing
trim. Warmly quilted
clothes of 500. 100 . 25 and 15 years
lined. Attached quilt
ago.
lined hood. Charcoal,
Parents were special guests and a
red, blue, brown.
song session was held and a reg
3 to ttx.
ular business meeting was held.

*

READY

FRIDAY

BOYS' WASHABLE

snow
suits

CHARGE OR

BUDGET
ACCOUNTS

WELCOME !

Ship

By Marjorie Mayo

Today, people all over the
country are gathered around the
festive board and with bowed
heads give thanks for their bless
ings—for this is Thanksgiving
Day. Families are gathered from
far and near, children’s laughter
and happy voices fill the air of
the homes and mingle with the
aroma of spicy pumpkin pies,
plum puddings and plump golden
brown brown turkey.
A beautiful picture, but what
to do with the sad looking carcass
of the good sized turkey after the
feast is over. There is a large
amount of delicious meat still re
maining.
It gets very tiresome
served cold, but can be used in
so many tempting ways that it is
a good plan to use it in varied
ways while it is on hand.
One dish with an exotic atmo
sphere
is
Curried
Turkey
Squares, made with oven-toasted
Form good habits—the kind you rice cereal crumbs forming a thin
142-lt
rule, not those that rule you. J crust at the bottom and top.
Compliment the curry flavor by
serving the squares with chutney.
A novel dish for winter is Hot
OWNED AND
Turkey Salad. Its name belies its
OPERATED BY
heartiness.
Serve the “salad"
with a cooked vegetable, a tossed I
THE RINES CO..
green salad and hot bran muf
BANGOR !
fins.
,
Curry powder is used in a most |
subtle fashion to season Turkey
and Broccoli Casserole. Top this
flavorful main dish with either
slightly crushed cornflakes of:
convenient
packages
cornflake i
crumbs.
Curried Turkey Squares
Three tablespoons butter or
margarine. 3 tablespoons flour.
teaspoon salt. 18 teaspoon pep
per. 1/2 teaspoon curry powder.
1/2 cup milk, *1/3 cup turkey or
chicken, broth.
3 cups
diced
cooked
turkey.
2
teaspoons
chopped parsley. 2 cups oventoasted rice cereal. 1 tablespoon
butter or margarine, melted.
Melt butter in saucepan; stir in
flour and seasonings. Add milk
and broth slowly, stirring con
stantly.
Cook until very thick,
stirring constantly. Fold in tur
key and parsley.
Crush oven;
toasted rice cereal into fin*
crumbs. Mix with melted butter, i
Spread half the crumb mixture
in bottom of greased 8 by 8-inch
pan. C over with turkey mix
ture. Sprinkle evenly with re
maining crumbs. Bake in moder

AFTER THANKSGIVING

SALE
COATS

CEdar
6-3510

COATS

z

ate oven (375 deg. F> about 201
minutes or until thoroughly heat
ed.
Cut into squares and serve
at once.
Yield six servings.
Hot Turkey Salad
Two cups diced, cooked turkey,
2
tablespoons
chopped
green
onions. 3/4 cup finely chopped
celery. 2 tablespoons chopped
pimiento. 1/4, cup (‘hopped ripe
olives. 3/4 cup cooked salad
dressing. 1/2 teaspoon salt. 2 cups
cornflaker or 1/2 cup packaged
cornflake crumbs. 2 teaspoons
melted butter or margarine.
Combine all ingredients except
cornflakes and melted butter. Di
vide turkey into 4 ungreased in
dividual casseroles.
rush corn
flakes slightly; mix with melted
butter and sprinkle over turkey
salads. Bake in very hot oven
(450 deg. F.) about 10 minutes or
until thoroughly heated.
Yield four servings, about one
cup each.
Turkey and Broccoli Caswrole
Two cups cornflakes, 1/2 cup

Motor Corps Is
Reactivated In
Knox County
At a meeting at Red Cross
headquarters, Monday evening.
Chapter Chairman Horatio C.
Cowan
met with
the
newly
formed Motor Corps for Knox
County.
Miss Dorothy ba wry has been
appointed chairman of this re
activated Red Cross service and
others in the Corps are: Mr. and
Mis. Charles C. Wotton of Owls
Head; Mfe. S. J. Candage. S. Eu
gene Lamb. Mrs. Viola Moran,
Miss Maty K. Wasgatt. Mrs. Beu
lah Wishman and Mrs. Rupert
Stratton of Rockland; Miss Helen
F. Lange and John R. Egerton
of Thomaston; and Miss Doris
Schirmer of Camden.
With a new station wagon the
Red Cross offers motor service in
cases of emergency and trans-j
poi tation to hospitals, clinics and
treatment centers to people in
Knox County, who have no other
means of getting there.
Trooper Robert F. Hofaker of,
the Thomaston
Barracks addnssed the group on safe driving

Acluvut'a

’58.

WERE $115.

Luxurious Mink and Fox Collars
on Handsome 100% Wool Fabrics.
Black and Colors. Misses', Women,
Juniors.

TODAY

Waldoboro PTA
Programs Set On
Guidance Theme

Baptist Laymen
Plan Meeting
At Tenants Harbor

Y«b,

SULK
A
MlOilUA

‘ Reserve The Artcarved

Diamond Of Your Choice N.0WI

".j

' ’ ’'

Guaranteed by the
Artcarved Nationwide
Rrmanent Value Plan

CHASE & SANBORN

COFFEE only 19c

WERE $69.95

3 YEARS

LAYAWAY OPPORTUNITIES!

1 LB. CAN

Nationally Advertised

.

Artcarved

At any time, you can apply the full current retail
price (less tai) toward a larger ARTCARVED
diamond ring at thousands of ARTCARVED
jewelers throughout the U S A as guaranteed

WITH EVERY PURCHASE

100% Wool Tweeds, Fleeces,
Worumbo Fabrics.
Sizes for
Misses', Women, Juniors.

Friends will be interested to
know that C. E. Overlock has re
turned to his home from the
Maine Medical Center in Port
land and Mi's. Russell Fales from
Knox Hospital.
Both have been
surgical patients.

CAMDEN,
MAINE

WEEKEND SPECIAL!

$98.

SOUTH WARREN

Revision of the state salat y sched
ule for teachers will be discussed
at the Knox County regional meet
ing of the Maine Teachers’ Asso
ciation. December 3. at the Cen
tral School. Owls Head.
The season for hunting trouble
The meeting is one of a series
of 19 taking place all over the state never closes—and there is no bag
to map the legislative ptogiam that limit.
MTA will advocate at the 1961 ses
sion. Recommendations from the
regional meetings will be brought
before the governing body of the
MTA the Representative Assembly,
when it meets in Augusta in De
cember.
»
The teachers will also discuss re
tirement questions, ic’.uding Social
Security and
variable annuity
! plans. Vocational education needs ,
i will be explored.
MTA staff members will be pres-1
I ent to take part in the discussion. '
Casper Ciaravino, Knox County J
representative on the MTA legis- .
packaged
cornflake crumbs. 2 Iative committee, will preside.
The meeting will open at 4 p. m. I
teaspoons butter or margarine
melted. 1/2 cup flour. 1 cup milk. Supper will be served following the
17 JEWEL W/?TCHES
2 cups turkey or chicken broth. afternoon session and discussion
will
continue
during
the
evening.
1 cup mayonnaise. 1/2 teaspoon
curry powder, 1/2 teaspoon lemon Harvey Kelley of Rockland and Al
juice. 2 10-ounce packages frozen bert Harjula of Thomaston are in
broccoli spears, 2 1/2 cups cubed, , charge of supper reservations.
UNCONDITIONALLY
cooked turkey.
GUARANTEED
Crush cornflakes slightly; com
bine cornflake crumbs with melt
FOR
ed butter. Reserve for topping
Blend flour and milk to make a
smooth paste; stir in brothr. Cook
until thickened, stirring constant
ly. Remove from heat. Stir in
A D. Gray, program chairman
mayonnaise.
lemon juice
and of th Waldoboro PTA. has an
curry powder. Cook broccoli ac nounced tlje following programs for
cording to package directions the rest of the year, with the gen
only until tender. Drain well. Cut eral theme of guidance in the per
broccoli stalks in half; arrange sona! and civic growth of pupils.
in 1 1/2-quart casserole. Cover
December 3 - Mliler School at 8
broccoli with turkey; pour on p. m.: Guidance in the Elementary
sauce. To p with buttered corn Schools.
Cultivating
personal
flake crumbs.
Bake in moderate growth in the early grades; the de
oven (350 deg. F.) about 45 tection. prevention, and correction
minutes or until thoroughly heat of errant tendencies in the in
ed and crumbs are browned. dividual pupil. Casper Ciaravino.
Serve immediately. Yield: six supervisor in the Rockland Elemen
servings, one cup each.
tary Schools.
January 7 - Miller School at 8
and responsibilities in emergen p. m.: What the State Board of
cies.
The group discussed plans Education requires of the Teach
for a First Aid course to be given ers’ Colleges in terms of the social
objecetives of education. Teach
sometime after the New Year.
ing for the citizen-society relation
ships.
Hayden L. V. Anderson,
executive director. Division of Pro
fessional Services, Maine Depart-1
ment of Education.
February 4 - High School Audi
torium at 8 p. m.: The Relative
Importance of Education in the
A regular meeting of the Lin Governor's Biennial Budget. The
coln Council of American Baptist Honorable Clinton A Ciauson. Gov
Men will be held at Tenants Har ernor of the State ot Maine. (Tenabor. Nov. 28.
tive)
Supper will be served by the la
March 3 - Miller School at 8
dies of the host church at 6.30.
p. m.: Town Meeting. A public
Business meeting will be called discussion of the educational arti
to order by the president. Lau cles in the town warrant. Superin
these watches are so rood
that each fine 17 jewel move
rence Perry at 7.30 p. m.
tendent of Schoo’s. Earle M. Spear,
ment is unconditionally guar
A special pprogram has been leader.
anteed for 3 years. Complete
April 7 - Miller School at 8
planned by the Council and the
movement replaced, if necessary,
free of charge. Come in today I
worship service will be conducted p. m.: The Report on The State-1
•if cose, crystal, end crown remain intact
by the laymen of the host church wide Evaluation Study of the Sec- '
CREDIT TERMS
All Baptist laymen and friends ondary School Programs for the ,
Purpose of Accreditation, including
are invited to attend.
their Philosophy of Education. {
The National Tuberculosis As i Chester E. Willette. secondary edu
sociation. founded in 1904. was the cation supervisor. Maine Depantfirst organization that brought • ment of Education.
doctors and laymen together to
Mav 5 - Miller School a! 8 p. m.: j 383 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
' Getting small beginners ready for!
fight a specific disease.
142-lt

....

UNTRIMMED

the fall term. Superintendent Earle
M. Spear.

BENRUS

FRIDAY and SATURDAY ONLY!

FUR TRIMMED

Regional Teachers
Meeting Scheduled
At Owls Head

A Day For Giving Thanks And Fellowship

RINGS

DIAMOND

LADIES’ SLACKS
CANTERBURY

SET

100% WOOL

HANDSOME

SKIRTS

Sweaters

$0.60
WERE $10.98 to $14.98
Misses' Sizes

Engagement Ring $1 10.00
Bride's Circlet
$ 10.00

•Trade Mark
lluir- I Iil.irur I
to Show Ih-I.iil
Incl
Fed. Tax

$0.88

As Seen
M LIFE,

TREMENDOUS SELECTION

SEVENTEEN

$5.’« to $10 ’5

WERE $10.98 to $14.98

Olliers

JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS

FALL

DRESSES

(DGfMONT SET
Engagement Ring
Bride’s Circlet

FIOM NOW TO XMAS

ALL LADIES' BETTER DRESSES
.FULL LENGTH DRESS COATS

’15.

$1. OFF
$2. OFF
$3. OFF

WERE $19.95 to $22.9$
142-lt

$8.95 to $10.95
$12.95 to $22.95
$24.95 to $42.95

$175.00
$ 80 00

FRANCISCAN SCT
Engagement Ring
Bride's Circlet

$300.00
$125.00

A SMALL DEPOSIT HOLDS YOUR CHOICE AT

SULKA
383 MAIN ST.

Enqwqowot Mng

•rid**! OrtW

$575.00
$175.00

MKHLANI)

PAY

NF XT Y f ft P

142-lt
14M$

Pogo Six
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McDonald Class
Adds To Holiday
Pleasure For 23

Lovejoy Honored On His 98th Birthday

THOMASTON
N«*a and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may bo ssnt

or telephoned to
MSS. MAXINE MAHONEY, 65 MAIN STREET. TEL. FL 4-6144

Twenty-three
baskets
were
made for shut-ins at the MacDon
Mr and Mrs. E. Douglass Brooks'
Chairman Fred Duran announced
ald Class of the First Baptist
that used toys will be collected entertained Mrs. Nettie Freeman of |
Church meeting held at the home
Sunday by members of the Lions Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Rob-1
of Mrs. Leona Wooster in Owls
Club.
Anyone having any toys ert Davis and family of Port Clyde
Head Monday evening.
These
may call Lawrence Hill. These will at Thanksgiving dinner, Thursday.
baskets will he distributed before
be reconditioned and given away.
Thanksgiving.
Twenty
four
The book committee of the public
members were present.
Mre.
library w; 1 meet at 7:30 p. ni .
Marion Goss presided over the
Friday, in the library.
business meeting and Mrs. Agnes
MRS.
KENNETH
HERRICK
Edward Leach of Danvers, Mass.,
Young led the devotions, using as
Correspondent
is spending the Thanksgiving holi
her theme "Praise and Thanks
Telephone CEdar
day with his brother-in-law and
giving."
sister. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Abbott.
Refreshments were served with
Mrs. Bernice Hogan of St. Peters
Mrs.
Jeanne
Bohanan,
Mrs.
The Camden Business Men’s
burg, Fla., has been a guest for Association will hold its first
Amanda Ross. Mrs. Elsie Morang
a few days of Miss Lelia Clark and smoker on Wednesday, Dec. 2. at
and Mrs. Barbara Wooster assist
Mrs. Ava Whitney.
ing the hostess.
8 p. m. Colored slides will be
Plans have been made by the shown on travel and big game
The next meeting to be held at
Ladies Auxiliary of the Fire De hunting.
the home of Mrs. Mabel McKusic
Refreshments will be
partnient to serve a hunters’ served at the close of the meet
on Thursday, Dec. 10, will be a
breakfast from 4:30 to 8 a. m.. ing. Members are cordially in
combined work
meeting and
Saturday. at the fire station. vited to attend.
Christmas party. Sprays will be
Everyone is welcome.
made for the hospital and shutMr. and Mrs. Richard Moody
ins at this time and members will
M’iss Doryce Ward of Saco is spent the weekend in Rhode
exchange Christmas gifts.
spending a week with Mr. and Mrs. Island as guests of friends.
Colin Mitchell.
The Lincoln Council of Ameri
Rev. and Mrs. Gerald Kinney can Baptist Men will meet at Tenand family are Thanksgiving guests ants Harbor on Satuurday Sup
of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald per will be served at 6.30 p. m.
MBS. DORA R. MILLER
L. Kinney in Bangor.
and cars will leave the Baptist
Funeral services will be conduct
Mr. and Mis. John Spear and son Church at 5.45 p. m.
ed at the Russell Funeral Home in
Russel! of Presque Isle are spend
High scorer at the Public whist
Rockland Friday at 1 o’clock for
ing the week as guests of his par party held at the Megunticook
Spry, effervescent Oliver B. Lovejoy was honored by his fellow Odd Fellows on his 98th birthday,
ents, Mr. and Mi’s. Willis Spear.
Grange Hall on Saturday evening Monday evening, at the Knox Lodge Hall in Roekland. Lovejoy, who has been an active member of the Mrs. Dora R. Miller. 66, j)f Wheel
Wendy Williams, daughter of Mr. was Mrs. Louise Dunbar.
Sec organization for Ti years, went through the chairs in Knox Lodge and on to the grand Lodge of .Maine ers Bay, St. George, who died in
and Mrs. Winfred Williams. cele ond high score went to Mrs. Mary where he served as district deputy grand master. In the picture, the Rockland resident receives a birth Rockland Monday., Rev. Roy I.
brated her fifth birthday. Saturday Ames of Northport and the conso day cake from Robert L. Stevens of Portland, deputy grand master of the grand lodge, while the noble Bohanan of the First Baptist Church
afternoon, with a party at her home lation to Mrs. Mabel Whyte.
grand of the Rockland lodge, Maurice Carroll, Jr., looks on.
Photo by Shear will officiate and interment will be
in Forest Hill Cemetery in South
on Thatcher Stieet. Games were
Mr. and Mis. Terrence Young
Thomaston.
played and' prizes won by Stephen of Bellows Falls, Vt., arq visiting
and Mrs. M. L. Carroll of New
Mrs. Miller was born in St.
Mahony, Janelle Smalley, Lorraine their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clif
Harbor,
George, May 7, 1893, the daughter
Hall and Dorothy Simpson. Other ford Whyte and Mr. and Mrs. Or
Mrs. Lilia Ames spent several
of Harry and Susan Elwell Raek
guests were: Patsy McLain. Glen ville Young.
MISS DORIS HYLER
days, recently, with Mrs. Alice
liff.
Libby. Cynthia Williams. Edward
The Laymen’s Fellowship of the •
Correspondent
Mathews.
Mrs. Elizabeth Economy was
Survivors include three brothers,
Hastings. Russell Hall and Joyce Chestnut Street Baptist Church! Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
The Lincoln Council of American welcomed as a new member of Raymond Raekliff, Walter Raekliff
Simpson. Mothers attending were: held its regular monthly meeting Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home
Baptist Men will hold' a suppei the Shakespeare Society at a and Eugene Raekliff, all of St.
Mrs. Henry Hastings, Mrs. Roger on Monday evening, instead of j
meeting at the Tenants Harbor meeting held. Monday evening, at George, and several nephews and
Libby and Mrs. Robert Hall.
Wednesday due to the holiday. ;
Baptist Church. Saturday, Novem the home of Mrs. Ruth Mitchell. nieces.
Mrs. Waiter Anderson and infant Following
supper
a
business j At the regular meeting of Mystic
Mrs. Carolyn Pendleton, leader
daughter have returned home from meeting was held and the mem-; Rebekah Lodge. Monday evening, ber 28. at 6:30 p. m.
Mrs. Perley Damon, who has for the evening, introduced Mrs. OSMOND WELT
Knox Hospital.
' bers enjoyed Frank Hart of WaW-’ Mrs. Ellen Waisanen. was appoint
been appointed foods leader for the Beulah Ames, who presented her v Osmond Welt, 87, lifelong resi
Orient Lodge of Masons will hold | terville as their guest speaker, i
a meeting at 7:30 p. m.. Tuesday. Il The Auxiliary to the Sons of j ed chairman of the president's pro Knox-Lincoln County Extension, re paper on “Romance of Troilus dent of Waldoboro and retired
school custodian, died Wednesday
turned Thursday from the Leaders' and Cressida.”
at the Masonic Hall.
Union Veterans will meet at Me-* ject. The next meeting. December
at his home on Church Street.
Training
Class
at
the
University
of
The
filth
and
final
act
of
“
Troi

Thomaston townspeople who are ■
gunticook Grange Hall. Friday 14, will be the Christmas party,
Born in Waldoboro Dec. 6, 1872
Maine, where she had been for two lus and Cressida’’ was read with
planning to enter the outdoor
i evening.
A picnic supper will with the brothers in charge of re days.
the following members taking he was the son of Erastus and
Christmas lighting contest spon
i be served at 6 p. m.
freshments. and Earl Gammon,
Word has been received, by part: Miss Priscilla Noddin, Mrs. Mary Dean Welt.
sored by the Garden Club are asked
chairman. Mrs. Lillian Simmons friends at the Baker Memoria! Annabelle Wolfertz. Mrs. Martha
He is survived by two daugh
to telephone or mail a card to
and Mis. Carrie Smith are on the Hospital of George Eaton, age 67. of Viik. Mrs. Beulah Ames, Mrs. ters. Mrs. Alice Brown of West
Mrs. J. E. Elliot, Elliot Street, be
tree gift committee. A visitor was Newcastle, formerly of Reading Nettie Frost, Mrs. Hazel Haynes. Roxbury. Mass., and Mrs. Marion
fore December 15.
Please state
present from Bay View Rebekah Mass. There will be visiting hours Mrs. Mary Duff. Mrs. Maud Nadeau of Waldoboro; and a son.
whether the display will be religious
Lodge of Stockton Springs. A drill with a service at the Calvin Fun Blodgett, Mrs. Ruth Teel. Mrs. Everett of Waterbury, Conn., a
MRS. FLOYD ROBERTSON
or secular. A first prize of $10 and
followed the close of the meeting eral Home. Reading. Mass., Wed Priscilla
Correspondent
second prize of $5 will be awarded
Adams.
Mrs.
Ruth granddaughter Mrs. Natalie Roy
and refreshments were servd by nesday.
Telephone 14-8
On Friday at 2 o’clock Mitchell, Mrs. Elizabeth Econo of Bath; three great grandchil
for each classification. Mrs. Har
Mrs. Edna Moor. Miss Hilda Aspey the service will be at the Simmons my. Mrs. Carolyn Pendleton and dren, and several nieces and
old Richardson, chairman of the!
and Mrs. Leda Martin.
Funeral Home in Warren with Rev Mrs. Irene Walker.
committee, will be assisted by Mrs.
nephews.
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Skoog left
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pendle Lewis A. Jones of Newcastle offi
Wilson Carter, Mrs. J. E. Elliot
Before retirement, Mr. Welt
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday
for
Whitinsville.
Mass.,
ton of Wenham. Mass., were over ciating. Burial will be in the New on Monday. Dec. 14. at the home was custodian of the Waldoboro
and Miss Nora Seaver. The Garden
where
they
will
visit
their
daughter
night guests. Saturday, of Mrs. Lil comb Cemetery. Warren.
Club is happy to announce that Wil- ,
M; : of Mrs. Laura. Buswell on Tal High School, a position he had
liam Thon, internationally famous and son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Angus iian Simmons. They also called Eaton was a great grandson of bot Avenue.
held for 20 years.
They on his sister and family. Mr. and Historian Cyrus Eaton.
artist, of Port Clyde will be the out j Parker, over the holiday.
Funeral services will be held
also
will
visit
another
daughter.
Mrs.
Dana
Smith,
Jr.
Other
recent
of town judge who will assist the
Saturday at 2 p. m. from the
Hospital.
Mrs.
William
Parmenter.
Jr.,
in
callers
of
Mrs.
Simmons
were
Mr.
local committee. Everyone is cor-;
Mrs. Cora Whipple of Coventry, Waltz Funeral Home in Waldo
dially invited to participate no mat-; Connecticut before returning home.
Vt.. and Mr. and Mrs. Darius boro with Rev. James A. Puring
Joseph
Headley
was
in
Rockiand
ter how simple the display.
Skoog. Mrs. Charles Bradley, and
Whipple of South Portland were ton officiating.
HELEN L. BAIRD
More than 75 attended a recep- ‘ Monday on business.
Mrs. Ruth Haskel:. Those invited
Interment will be in the Ger
callers on Sunday afternoon of
Mrs.
Agnes
Orcutt
has
returned
i
Correspondent
tion
___ _______
honoring
„ ____
Rev. ________
and Mrs. Ger
__
but unable to attend were Mr. and
Rev. and Mrs. Everett E. Pender. man Lutheran Cemetery in Wal
Tel.
TEmple
2-9964
aid Kinney. Tuesday evening, at , hon’‘’ from Knox HosPItal in Rock- Mrg Halo d Chilles. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mis. Raymond Thomp doboro.
h„... a» patient i Fritz Skoog. and Harold Haskell.
the Federated Church. They weie land where she has been
son and family of New Bedford, 1
for
the
past
week.
Carl
Simmons
is
a
patient
at
given an autographed copy of "Dr.
Baked beans, ham. salads, toils.'
Mass., are guests of his mother. ; Advertise In The Courler-Ganette
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Swears' frankforts, pies, birthday cake and Knox Hospital,
Ida" by Dorothy Wilson. In the
Mrs. Archie Thompson.
have
returned
home
from
a
vaca

eoffee were served.
Mrs. Skoog! Mrs. Everett Beggs is a surgireceiving line were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burkhardt of
tion
on
the
mainland.
!
received some very nice gifts
cai patient at Knox County General Brooklyn. N. Y.. are guests of Mr. j
Earl Meigard. a chairman of the
Reynold Young has been visit-1
church council. Rev. and Mrs. Kin
and Mrs. Jack Neubig.
ney. Charles L. Kinney, grand ing his grandpa! ents. Mr. and Mrs. :
Mrs. Ruth Gunderson of Brook
father of Mr. Kinney and the Meth Alton Oakes for a few days.
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
lyn, N. Y.. is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ambrose
Peterson.
'
odist minister here 15 years ago
Thomas Benner.
Jr.,
and
children.
Dana
and
Nov. 26-27-28-29
Mrs. Charles Stengei, vice presi
Miss Mary bou Baird of Groton,
dent of the Friendly Circle, and Laurel, left Tuesday for Lexington.;
Conn., is spending the holiday week
HOME MADE
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone.
Mr Mass., where they will spend two
end with her brother and sister-inVERY TASTY
Stone is president of the We-Two weeks with Mrs. Peterson’s par-:
law, Mr and Mrs. Sherman F.
Club.
Words of welcome weie ents.
* Baird.
Freeman Young. Abbott Martin |
made from ministers in this area
Miss Beatrice M. Davis of HartRev. and Mrs. Hubert Leach of and Sonny Warren are on the main
i ford, Conn., arrived on Wednesday
land
on
a
hunting
trip.
Danvers. Mass., past pastor, also
: for the holiday weekend with her
Mrs. Barbara Clark. R. N., was (
attended.
There was entertain
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell L.
a
Rockland
visitor,
Tuesday.
j
ment by the Federated Church
Da vis.
Mrs. Miles Sukeforth has re
THOMASTON
MAINE
choir.
John Egerton wrote the
An immunization clinic will be
142*lt
lyrics of several songs. Refresh turned to Rockland from a visit at
held November 30 at the Friend
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
ments were served.
ship Village School at 9:30 a. m.
The Ladies of St. James’ Catholic Rascoe.
* rtnaoaEDOt HOOGES
i Vaccinations for diphtheria, tetaThe
men
’
s
bowling
league
held
Church met Monday evening at the
f nus and whooping cough will be
its
annual
supper
at
the
1
Latter
- --------- * CKMkMa. —amBr”
parish hall and final plans were
offered. Also polio shots for all
made for the church fair and tea Day Saints Church, Monday eve142-lt
! ages up to 16 years for first, secning.
to be held. Dec. 9. at the Knox
; and. third and fourth shots.
Mis. Claire Ames and Mrs. JenHotel from 2 to 5 p. m. Plans were
made for the parish children's nie Calderwood entertained at din- i
Christmas party. December 20. ner. Sunday, at their home on j
Mrs. Agnes McCauiiff will be chair Schoo. Street, Mr. and Mrs. Lau-i
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
man assisted by Mrs. Edwin Lynch rence Beverage and family of j
North Haven.
THURSDAY: 2.30-5.15-8.00
and Miss Gertrude Hanley.
Mrs. Phyllis Peterson entertained
FRI.-SAT.: 2.00 - 6.00 - 8.30
TEL. LYric 4-5141
at tea. Monday afternoon, at her,
Reg.
home. Mrs. Marcia Davis, Mrs.
PORTABLE MIXER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 16.95
AT OUR REGULAR PRICES
Dorothy Hanson. Mrs. Peggie Rog
AUTOMATIC TOASTER .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 11.97
ers. and Mrs. Priscilla Rosen.

CAMDEN

Mitt

Obituaries

Shakespeare Group
Welcomes Member

WARREN

VINALHAVEN

Friendship

Camden Theatre

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

LEAN STEW BEEF
CORNED BEEF
SAUSAGE MEAT
PORK CHOPS

69c
25c
55c
49c

JiBlmnWni

BEYHOLB’S MEAT MAMET

■FRANK CAPRA'S

AHOLEIN
THE HEAD

PUBLIC PARTY

Birthday Party

WAR MEMORIAL POSt No. 30

Washington St., Camden

Every Thursday
7.30 P. M.
142-Th-tf

WE'RE OPEN
I
9 to 5 EVERY DAY 1
THROUGH CHRISTMAS

SEND FOR OUR GIFT FOLDERS

•

auiee

Massachusetts House Jforkshoj
• LINCOLNVILLE, MAINE •
ON 9.1

COPPER CLAD STAINLESS
TEAKETTLE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5.25
SAUCE PAN.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 7.95
10" SKILLET with Cover.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 10.95

3.94
5.96
6.57

IHE
FBI
. . . . STORYi
JAMES STEWART ’VERA MHES

from

Jolly Jokers met Monday night
Mrs. Ella Russell of Rockland at the home of Mrs. Blanche Went

was a guest. Tuesday, of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles -Carver.
Peter Wheeler, a student at Gould
Academy, arrived,Tuesday to spend
the holiday weekend with his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Early Wheeler.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Pierce and
Philip Davis were as South Paris,

worth with six members present.
Thanksgiving favors were used.
The next meeting will be on Thurs
day of near week at the home of
Mrs. Edith Brown. Camden.
Sergeant Tom Pound. Sergeant
Bill Shudimac and, Sergeant Bob
Stone have returned to Otis Air
Force Base after being guests at the
Sunday.
Miss Marlon Upham has spent a home of Mr. and Mrs. Darrell

Pound, Simonton’s Corner.
day at Portland.
Mrs. Harry Coffins of Glen Cove
is a patient at Knox Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Grey and
daughter Thelma and Lloyd Grey UNION
left. Snuday, for their camp at MBS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Cape Rosier. They will be joined
Correspondent
Tai. STate 5-2882
at Thanksgiving by Mre. Lloyd
Grey, Judy Grey, and Mr. and Mrs.
James Moody and children, David
Tri-County Button Club meets
and Wayne.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Saturday, November 28, at the Pio
Angel! have been Ray Dodge and neer Grange Hall in East Union.
Robert Blanchard ot Brockton, Mrs. Belle Lewis of Bangor will
be the speaker. Mrs. Alice Tapley
Mass.
Dinner guests, Tuesday evening, and Mrs. Belle Cobb of Belfast are

of Miss Marion Weidman were the hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Starrett
David Pickering of Washington,
D. C., Miss Hazel Wall and Mrs. were Thanksgiving Days guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson.
Georgia Walker.
Rockport Thimble Club met Tues
day noon at the home of Mrs.
Blanche Carver for a covered dish
dinner with Mrs. Gladys Maker as
hostess. Favors were used. The
birthday of Mrs. Ella Russell was
observed with a decorated birth
day cake made by Mrs. Carver.
Mrs. Russell received many cards.
After the dinner and meeting, a
Thanksgiving program was present
ed by Mrs. Gladys Maker of Cam
den.
The club will meet, next
Tuesday, at the home of Mrs.
Gladys Wilson. Those present were
Mrs. Ella Russell, Mrs. Louise Cav
anaugh. Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell.
Mrs. Gladys Maker. Mrs. Gladys
Wilson and' Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
Miss Barbara Rhodes is em
ployed at Van Baalen Heilbrun and
Company.
Major and Mrs. Edwin Annis and
children. Laura and Lucille, of Vir
ginia are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Pound and family. Simon
ton’s Corner. Mrs. Elizabeth Annis
who has been traveling for the past
few months, returned with them.
Mrs. Dorothy Sprague has re
turned to her home after being a
patient at the Camden Community
Hospital.
Mrs. Adelaide Pettegrove was a
suppei guest. Monday evening, of
her brother and sister-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Watts. Rockland.
Trytohelp Club met Monday eve
ning at the home of Miss Hazel
Wall with Mrs. Cora Welch as
hostess.
Thanksgiving was ob
served. It was reported that two
baby quilts had to be finished be
fore Christmas. The club will meet
next Monday evening at the Bap
tist Church vestry for a covered
dish supper at 6 o'clock with all
taking their own dishes. A quilt
will be tacked. It was voted to
have the Christmas tree party, De
cember 7. at the home of Mrs.
Evelyn Crockett.
Brownie Troop 111 met Monday

Friendship.

Mrs. Lela Creighton has returned
to Swampscott, Mass., after pass
ing the summer with Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Starrett.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hall enter
tained on Thursday, Lawrence
Wright of Freedom. Mr. and Mrs.
John Tuttle of Norridgewock, and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson of

Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cunningham
an’d family had as guests, Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Seekins of Kennebunk
port.
Mr. and! Mrs. Ernest Cunning
ham entertained a group Thanksging Day, Mr. and Mrs. Gary New
bert and family, Mrs. Sadie Cun
ningham and Wilson Merriam.
Miss Judy Payson, a student at
Gould Academy of Bethel, was a

1.98

1.19
1.49

WARNER BROS,

ERVYN Le ROY

i»mdi breen

holiday weekend guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Grevis Payson.
A birthday party was enjoyed
November 20 by Virginia Mank on
her seventh birthday nt the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Raljih
Mank. Present were: Linda Willis,
Kathy Carver and Rita Beverage of
South Hope: and Linda Brownell,
Karen Durkee. Robert. Duane and
Kathy Hall. Brenda Mank. Dicky,
Jeanette and Pamela Wellington,
Irene, Cindy, Chettie and Karen
Burns, all of Union. Also. Mrs. Eva
Burns, Mrs. Mary Wellington and
Mrs. Geneva Hall. Two birthday
cakes, ice cream fcnd candy were
enjoyed during refreshment hour.1

E. G.
Winchenbaugh
NEW AND USED CARS
TEL. LY 4-5079
179 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOCKLAND
56-Th-tfy

( Have YOU Yet Enjoyed the Public

“Saturday Night Buffet”
AT THE THORNDIKE HOTEL?
AU YOU CAN EAT1 EVERYBODY! HELP YOURSELF!

Twenty-Two Different Feeds Featuring

Hot Prime Rib Roast and Lobsters
Besides Many Heme Mode Breeds end Desserts
SERVED EACH SATURDAY NIGHT 6.66 - S.06 P. M.
Call Now For Reservations, LYric 4-4494

Member of the Rockland Chamber of Commerce
118-ThAS-tf

THURSDAY thru TUESDAY
Thar*., Coot. 2.30-1.30-6.50-9.00
Friday, Mat. 2.00 - Eve. 6.30-8.30
SPECIAL KIDDIES’

SHOW WILL

BE

SHOWN IN PLACE OF THIS PICTURE
SATURDAY AFTERNOON AT 2.00
This Picture Will Play Sat. Eve., 6.30 - 8.30

they made this year’s big picture

technicolor*

w • Smminot

john
SHOW 2 HOI KS 45 MINUTES — PLEASE NOTE TIME
142-lt
^oeeesaaaeeoaoaaaaseeaeaaeoaooaoaaaaaaaaaaeaoaaa

aM

DOOR MAT (Heavy Duty).. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
VEGETABLE BIN .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

IBERTC
Corrraapondant
«• Cydar 0

p-y..-on •

PLASTIC

Stop In Some Morning Soon—Have a t up of Coffee With I's —
CHOOSE YOUR “STOCKING GIFTS"
While the Selertlon la Still Good.
NEW PERSONAL GIFTS FOR WOMEN —
Jewelry, Handkerchief*. Scarf*
.. 81.00-81.50
NEW’ GIFTS FOR .MEN—Tie*. Bar and Desk Item* 81.00 - 84.50
NEW UNUSUAL GIFTS FOR THE HOUSEHOLDER ...... 81.00

•

CORN POPPER .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4.50
AUTOMATIC SKILLET .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 19.95
STEAM IRON.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 16.95
ELECTRIC DRILL, Vi".. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 18.88

RUBBER MAID
Except Sundays
and Holidays

ROCKPORT

KNOX

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Mrs Lucy Skoog entertained Sun-'
day a group of relatives at a buffet |
supper to help celebrate her birth
day. Those present were: Mr. and'
Mrs. George Swears, Mr. and Mrs.'
Walter Geary. Mr. and Mrs. An
drew Nadeau. Mr. and Mrs. Rich
ard Geary. Mr. and Mrs. Ashley
Genthnei. Mi and Mrs. Leonard
Skoog. Mr. and Mrs. David Dun
can Jr. Mrs. Lola Swears. Agosta

after school at the Elementary
School with their leader. Mrs. Mar
garet Jameson. The girls worked
on their Christmas gifts and games
were played. The next meeting will
be Monday after school at the Ele
mentary School.

IOVTC I IIIWIIH CAM9IN AN* 66l9A6t

142-lt

4-PIECE SQUARE CANISTER SET
COVERED PIE CARRIER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

BATH SCALE

4.98

3.95
U8

LOANS

*25 to *2500

3.99

IN I DAY

on your name only

VISIT OUR TOY DEPARTMENT
On Second Floor
MANY ITEMS ONLY 88c

or on other plans

Men and women—married or single, are assured
of prompt, personal service ana a convenient
monthly payment plan. Up to 36 mos. to repay.
359 Main St., 2nd floor

Phone: LYric 4444*

LIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST

STUDLEY HARDWARE CO.
THOMASTON -

MAINE

PUBLIC FINANCE
ADULTS: Mat, We; Sv*. Me — OOLDKEN 25c

141-143
112-Th-tf
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Thirty-Five Have
'
Rockland
Perfect Attendance'
At Vinalhaven

Mitchell Sophomore President At Appleton

Debaters Plan Activities For Season

Thirty-five students in the sub-!

primary and grades one through
four on Vinalhaven have had per
fect attendance records for the
first nine weeks of school.
They are: sub-primary: Addi
son Ames, Jr., Julie Ann Ames. J
Wanda Ames,
Rosanne Lank.
John Littlefield, Jack Olson, Carl
Philbrook. Joan Philbrook, Donna
Poole, Richard Swears, Dawn
Clayter. Eugene Woodcock and
Alton Wallace.
Grade One: Philip Peacock, I
Glenda Hutchinson, Nancy Hall, i
Wendy Duncan, Lawrence An
thony and Wayne Ames.
Grade
Two: John Buckman. Cheryl Hil
dings. Jean Hopkins, Gene Hutch
inson. Sally McDonald, Russell
Oakes. Ivan Olson, Arthur Oxton. 1
Jeffrey Smith, Luther Tolman,
Ruth
Clayter.
Gladys Walls,
Katherine Warren and Paul War
ren.
Grade Three: Raymond Alley,
Lorraine Ames, Gloria Caldcrwood, Deborah Hamilton. Candirt Haskell, Walter Haskell.
Peter Jones, Hazel Oxton, Law
rence Seawell. Lee Warren, Mary
Lou Williams, Melina York and
Deborah Warren.
Grade Four: Frederick Dyer,
Susan Dyer, Kathleen Hamilton,
Photo by Snear ! Margaret Hamilton, Sandra Nel
Officer* of the Clan* of 1962 at Appleton High School, arc from lef* to right: Annette Roy, secretary; '
son. Alvin Oxton, Mary A. Tol
Reginald Mitchell, president; Sylvia Demmons, treasurer; and Jerry Sukeforth, vice president.
man, Richard Walker and Wil

Rockland FTA Club Eleven Earn First
Honors For Fall
Initiates 45
New Members
Term At St. George
The Rockland High Schoo! Future
St. George High School Principal
Teachers Club initiated 45 new Dana Smith has posted the honor
members at its regular meeting. roll for the first ranking period
Wednesday noon.
I and has awarded first honors
Officers who took part in the for to seven high school and four
ma! ceremony ware: President, junior high students.
Elsa Ilvonen: vice president. Linda
First honors go to students earn
Mountfort; secretary. Donna Rush: ing an everage of at least 93. Sen
treasurer, Avard Walker; and his iors - Bonnie Gregory. Gail Ma
torian, Corinne Simmons.
Mrs. kinen and Caro! Wall; junior - Ver
Dorinda Coughlin, the club sponsor, non Thompson;
sophomores
led the group in reading the Future Sally Field and Sandy Moon; fleshTeachers’ Pledge
man - Susie Cook; grade eight The guest speaker for the meet Shawn Moon; and grade seven ing was Mrs. Jessie Lowell, head Stephen Cook. Jaime Moon and
of the home economics department Deborah Simmons.
of the high school. Mrs. Lowell I Second honors go to students
mentioned the challenge that faces earning no mark below 84 or, an
youth today and the part they wil! average of at least 86 Seniors play in training the next generation. Gary Harper. Donald Holmstrom
She told members what they could and Lorna Hupper; juniors. Karen
expect as teachers of the next gen Anderson Ronald Anderson. Irving
eration.
She stressed the long Bracey, and Steven Kallio; sopho
hours, years of Rudy and special mores - Sally Jo Long. Barbara
rewards of the teadning profession Savoy, and Joyce Stanley: fresh
and predicted a happy, successful men - Eugene Bracey. Herbert
life for the future teacher.
Perkins. Sheila Thomas and Rich

ard Wall.
Grade eight - Dianne Darling,
Nadine Dowling. Alan Hupper, j
Gladys Lehtinen, Mary Ellen Wil-j
son. Martha Robinson and Carol!
Hatch; grade seven - Dale Hupper.
David Brown. Cathy Field. Sharon
Hupper. Kenneth Jacobson, Steven
Lowell. Paulyne McBrine. Steve
Miller, Beth Mudgett, and Lorraine
Stanley.

Stilphen Elected
President of
Student Council
Arthur Stilphen has been elected
president of the Rockland High
Student Council this year. Assist
ing him are Maurice Kennedy, vice
president; Mary Bird, treasurer;
and Wesley Nichols, treasurer.
The Council is made up of the four
class presidents and a representa
tive from each home room.
The school year. 1939-60. is going
to be a busy one for this Student
Council as many projects have
been planned. The Student Hand
book now tops the priority list and
members are very busy gathering1
the information needed.

SULKA SAYS

liam Warren.

The officers of the Debating Club at Rockland High School re
view the schedule of debates which are listed fof this year, ranging
from the ones at the I'nlverslly of Maine, where the teams from the
school will face students from other high schools In the State, to
the New England tournament, nnder the auspices of Boston t’niver-

Two hundred students attended

V. H. S. Notes
By Happi Hansen

On Friday. Nov. 20. the Wild
cats traveled to North Haven
for a basketball game. The Wild
cats won the boys' game 33-29,
with Ronnie Peterson being high
scorer of the evening for the
Wildcats with 12 points, followed
by Kirk Hansen with 10 points.
High scorer for North Haven was
Arnold Adams.
In the girls’ game, North Haven
showed their speed on the new
court hy taking the Cagerettes
with the score of 26-17.
Jan
Wadleigh was high with nine
points followed by Happi Hansen
with eight points.
The next game between Vinal
haven and North Haven will be
on Dee. 4 at Vinalhaven.
The Exile Board held a meeting
to choose the editors for 1959.
They are ns follows: Editor-inchief
Janice Wadleigh; associ-

Films Developed

8

ENLARGED
EX-JUMBO PRINTS BrII/I
IN A LB VMM
UW
18 EXP. .75 — 16 EXP. 1.0®
to exp. l.es — m exp. teo

KODACOLOR DEVELOPING

!
|

1'

ALL ROLLS 90e BACH
OVERSIZE PRINTS 3te EACH
SEND FOR PRICE LIST FOR
EKTACHROME — ANSOCHROMK

KODACHROME
BrMIT WITH COIN OR CHECK

DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
BAB HARBOR. ME,

BOX MS

130-tf
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The affirmative teams support ald Gregory and David Gregory utes.
team C; Vernon Arey and LawresRockland (A) vs Brewer
ton Crute, team A; and Carlene
Rockland (B) vs Winslow (A)
Wooster and Kendall Merriam,
Rockland (C) vs John Bapst (A)
team B.
Winslow (A) vs John Bapst (B)
The following teams met in a
Winslow (B) vs Presque Isle
round of practice debates at 3:30
Brewer vs. Winslow (B)
p. m, in the assigned rooms. Con
John Bapst (A) vs Rockland (C)
structive speeches were seven min
John Bapst (B) vs Rockland (B)
utes - rebuttal speeches three min
Presque Isle vs Rockland (A)

a debating clinic at the University
of Maine, November 13. Winslow,
Brewer, John Bapst and Rockland
were the high schools which put
on practice debates at the clinic.
This was for practice and no de
cisions were given, only construc
tive criticisms.

ed the question - Resolved: That
Section 14B of the Taft-Hartley Act
Be Repealed. The teams were:
David Reed and Paul Alden, team
A; Cynthia Colomy and Martha
Libby, team B; and Wayne John
son and William Beal, team C.
The negative teams were: Don

ate editor. Sharon Healey; senior
editor, Barbara Webb; Junior edi
tor, Perry Parmenter; sophomore
editor. Bette E. Burgess; fresh
man editor, Leanette Guptill; ac
tivity editor.
Happi
Hansen; '
sports editor,
Kirk
Hansen;
alumni editor. Baibara White;
personal editor. Lida York; liter
ary editor, Rosemary Peacock;
and business managers. Albeit
Osgood. Alfred Osgood and Joe
White.
Faculty Advisor is Mr
Sennett.
The Band trip to Rockland on
Dec. 4 has been postponed until
Jan. 15.
The High School is putting on a
Christmas Bazaar. Dec. 12. The
Student Council. ‘‘Club 60.” Home
Economics Club and the Athletic
Association will all have separate
tables with a variety of things to
sell, such as
candy, cakes,
wreaths, candle holders and so
on. There also will be a turkey
given away.
The High School and Junior
Band will put on a concert that
evening.
The Student Counctl is also selling Christmas ribbon candy. Any
one wishing to buy some, please

contact any high school student
and orders are taken in the
stores.
The schools will close Wednes
day afternoon at 12.30 for the
Thanksgiving vacation and will
open again Nov. 30.
Six weeks' tests will be given
the week school begins again.
The Thanksgiving turkey, given
by the High School and Junior
High students was presented Nov.
24. to Miss Marianne Roberts, a
seventh grade student at V.H.S.
The student body will also hold
another pep rally on Thursday,
Dec. 3 at the Town Hall.

Kick up your heels in all kinds of weather!
Exciting? They’re the most!
Smart little over-the-sock
boots you’re feet will really
warm up to—of lightweight,
weatherproofed corduroy
with cozy linings of Celanese®
pile. Eskiloos come in tliree
styles, in marvelous colors—
and they’re washable inside
and out. You’ll want several
pairs—come see ’em today!

usGaytees.

sity. The officers are from left to right: Cynthia Colomy, trea
surer: Sandra Peterson, corresponding secretary; David Gregory,
secretary; Donald Gregory, president; Kendall Merriam, vice presi
dent; and Carlene Wooster and Martha Libby, librarians.
Photo by Shear

Key Club Notes
By Mike Savitt

In recent columns I have intro
duced you. the public, to the Key
Club of Rockland High School. I
have told who makes up the club,
how it is run and why wc were
formed. In the future, this column
wil! probably be full of our acti
vities and what we are doing at
the time that the column is print
ed. If anyone would be interested
in knowning anything else about
our club, please let me know.
To be recognized by “Interna
tional' as a ciub in good standing
must perform certain activities
Union-High News we
during the course of a year. Two
of these are to present a model
By Pamela Hubbard
meeting and to hold a banquet.
Our Radio Club is now in full
Sometime in December we plan
swing. Mrs. Hope Brown, a teach
to accomplish both of these in the
er at Union Hight Schol, is our
same evening.
We will hold a
advisor. We are in hopes in win
joint meeting with the Rockland
ning theWrophy thj^year and every
Kiwanis Club and also conduct our
one seems to be working hard for
j own order of business.
an individual award.
At a general assembly. Monday I On December 5. the Key Club's
afternoon. Mr. Rochon announced bowling team will meet the Kiwanis
that Jo-Ann Nisbet. daughter of Club team in a match which should
Mr. and Mrs. Berl Nisbet of prove to be quite interesting.
We appointed Wesley Nichols to
Union, is our
Citzien. Jo-ann
is active in the Thespian Society, look into the car smash which I
senior class treasurer and a mem mentioned last week. Next week
ber of the National Honor Society. wc will probably have the details.
At the last meeting. Avard Walk
The parents of the senior class
are sponsoring a Sock Hop. Friday er. head of the project committee
night, at 7:30 in the Thompson presented a numbr of projects to
Memorial Building. The proceeds the club. Many of them sound in
are to help pay for our class trip. teresting and they will most likely
Admission ii) 35 cents and refresh keep us busy throughout the year.
ments will Rie sold
’ Last week wc were pleased to
Mrs Hope Brown, our English have two more Kiwanis Club mem
They
teacher, is a patient at Knox Hos bers attend our meeting.
pital. We all hope for her quick were Richard French and George
I Trafton. David Morey and Wesley
recovery.
Nichols attended the Kiwanis Club
NEWS PHOTOS FOB SALE
meeting. Monday' night
Reprints in 8 x 10 Inch size of
Each year, across the country.
news pictures taken by CourierGazette photographers may now bo The
Salvation Army
extends
purchased at H each. Orders may Thanksgiving - or Christmas as
be placed by phone, LYric 4-4401, sistance to nearly 1.5 million per
or at the office.
tf sons

Six Earn All Az«
In First Term At
Union High School
Six students achieved all A’a in
the first ranking period at Union
High School, Principal William Ro
chon has announced. Five of the
students earned five A’s each and
one earned four
Each student's class follows his
name: Five A’s - Anita Carroll
(7), Bonnie Rich <7), Patricia
Brown (9), Patricia Farrow (10),
and Sandra Calderwood <11); four
A's - Pamela Hopping (10).
Four A's and one B - Bonnie
Brown (7), Linda Collins (8), Mary
Hardie (8). Shirley Hawes (•),
Mary A. Barker (10), and Sharon
Spcrl (10).
Three A’s and two B’s - Pamela
Gould (7), Jo-Ann Kennedy (7), Lee
Saucier (•). Norma Collins ($0),
and Stephen Knight (11).
Two A's and three B’s - Susan
Webb (7), Dorothy Eckert (8),
Gary Kirkpatrick (8). Harold Went
worth 8), Maty Hawes (10), end
Mcrla Taylor (10).
Two A’s and two B’s - Mary
Lehto (10).
One A and four B’s - Kendall
Whitney (7), Leona Anderson (8),
Jane Hart (8), Cheryl Hawes (8),
and A. John Gould (10).
Five B's - Nancy Prescott (•).

Road and weather hazards de
velop on very short notfee at this
time of year. The Maine Highway
Safety Committee reminds us that,
if we wait untill these dangers
arise, we really shall be in
trouble. They caution us to get
the car "winterized" now.

Helping the less fortunate at
Christmas has been a traditlonsU
service of The Salvation Army
since its establishment in the
United States in 1880.

Camden FTA Aids Happy Thanksgiving

$7.95

£sk/loos
SEE THESE AND THE MANY OTHER

HUDSON BAY FLEECE LINED
WINTER

BOOTS

$7.95 to $13.95

Haskell & Corthell
<mm.n
SM MAIN ST.

CAMDEN

ROCKLAND

142-lt

DIAL CEdar 6-3284
142-lt

The members of the Future Teachers of America Club at Camden High School sent TtaDhMMM
Day cheer to a worthy family in the community, Wednesday, with a food basket. In the picture, the Mt
officers of the elab take a minute, Tuesday, to plan the season's activities. They are frmn left tn rWht*

Brenda Hart, president; Andrey Simpson treasurer- Margaret Carr, secretary, aad f lail ti i "------g- vice
president.
u_

take thia month. We took the
I "Iowa Tests of Basic Skills."
' Rank cards were issued last
week.
Some were proud of
their rank.

land Court Squad To Open With Camden Saturday

Rockland Latin Club Plans Scholarshtb

We were sorry to see two of
our students leave.
Victor Mahar is attending South

School, in Rockland.
Barry Stone is attending school
in New Gloucester.
This brings
our enrollment down to 36 stu
dents.
We have only one November
birthday, Vernon Lewis.
Our November leaders for open
ing exercises are Glenn Hatch,
Steven Grierson, George Elwell,
and Jane Johnson.
The Thanksgiving Turkey

There was a Thanksgiving turkey.
They call him Mr. Turkey
While on one foot he hobbles
And says with a few gobbles
“I'm your Thanksgiving Turkey.”
' Now there was a cat. who tried to
catch a rat

When it ran under the mat
The turkey would say
I “This Just isn’t your day.”

The Rockland High School basketball squad opens the 1969-1960
19 game schedule, Saturday evening, against their traditional Knox
County rivals, the Camden Mustangs, at Camden. Returning regu
lars from last year's first string Tigers are Avard Walker, a senior,
who fills the guard slot; Jim Shaffer, a junior, who plays forward;
and tall, lanky Bob Huntley, who commands the center position. In
The first basketball action of the but Rockport.
Bristol, apparent
ly not in sympathy with the agree
ment. also used their second team
although they might well have won
it with the varsity. Principal Ear l
Cooper said that he did not con
sider the agreement “fair” to
Union.
Grevis Grinnell emerged as the
game's high scorer with 20 points

Medomak Valley League season
found the Eagles of Union High
School easy' winners over Bristol’s
Blue Blazes by 42-24 in a Tuesday
night game played at Bristol.
Both schools used their junior
varsity squads, as Union, in a preseason agreement, was to use their
second string against every team

ST. GEORGE CENTRAL SCHOOL
Grade I—Mrs. Frieder

Cynthia Carter and Michael
Percy celebrated their birthdays
on the same day, Nov. 6.
'Bruce Stanley gave the class
two new records which we are en
joying.

Many parents and friends visit
our room during American
Education Week.
Those who
came on Monday evening to oui
Open House were Mrs. Everett
Baum. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. True
Hall, Mrs. Doris Lombardo, Mrs.
Dorothy Phillips, Mr. and Mrs.
John
Kinney,
Mrs.
Hazelton.
Mrs. Edith Drinkwater, Mrs.
Claris Tweedie, Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur Kinney. Mrs. Phyllis Falla
and Mrs. Marge Cook.
Those who visited our class
during the day were: Mrs. Floyd
Watts, Laurel and Austin, Mrs.
Richard Percy and Shane and
Mrs. Everett Baum, Jr.
ed

We are sorry to lose Lowena
Mahar from our grade. She now
attends school in Rockland.
The children have enjoyed mak
ing “Tommy Turkey" for an art
lesson in paper cutting, using va
rious shades of colored construc
tion paper.
In observance of the Thanks
giving season, the children are
making free hand drawings of
things they are thankful for.
A film strip will be used on the
Story of Thanksgiving.

Grade 3—Mrs. Armstrong

We
had
a flowering plant
brought to our room recently by
Donald Wilson.
Children having birthdays this
month are Blaine Cook and Allen
Carter.
Articles for the science shelf
have been Florida shells brought
in by Lynn Percy and Deborah
Ervin. We are interested in ex
Grade 2—Mrs. Holman
perimenting with magnets in our
class.
Gilbert Tripp
John Armstrong is the only science
child to have a birthday this brought in a small magnet for us
to use.
month in our room.

Photo by Bhear

The new president of the Rockland High School Latin Club, Robert Walker, second from left; gives

Said the Thanksgiving Turkey in | a few pointers In Latin to the other officers of the club, Tuesday afternoon. They are from left to right;
one breath.
Robert Fowler, secretary; Raymond Reed, vice president; and Peter Fogg, treasurer.
I —by Sharon Bicknell. Grade 5
The money will help our Barbour. Margaret Black. Charles
The Rockland High School Latin time.
I Class Reporter.
Blaisdell, Faith Bohanan, Rutb
Club meets on alternate Fridays at scholarship fund.
Grade 6—Mrs. Bragrion
At our last meeting members Brewer. Jon Call, Laureston Crute,
noon in loom 12. Members either
Parents
visited
us
during bring their lunch from home or played Latino. The winners were Linda Fales, Peter Fogg. Horace
American
Education
Week.. bring a tray from the lunch room. Gerry LaCrosse, Raymond Reed. Grover. Susan Hall. Ruth-Ann Jackson. Janet Jordan, Ann Ladd. Rutb
About 50 parents visited our Open Recently, these officers were elect David Reed and Ann Ladd.
Members are Joyce Allen. Don Ann Loker, Marshall Merriam.
House on the evening of Nov. 9. ed: President, Robert Walker; vice
Helpful conferences were held be president. Raymond Reed; secre ald: Carlson, Laverne Beatty, Gayle Douglas Meservey. Raymondl Reed,
tween parents and teachers. De tary. Robert Fowler; and treas Carver, Bonnie Dyer. Carole Escor- David Reed. Patricia Stevens. Rob
sio, Jeanne Estes. Robert Fowler. ert Walker, Dorothy Teel, and
licious refreshments were served. urer. Peter Fogg.
It was voted to have dues of $1. Martha Libby, Frank Post. Gail Gerry LaCrosse and sponsor. Mrs
We tied with the first grade
These may be paid 25 cents at a Rowling, Robert Perry. William Dorinda Coughlin.
loom for the PTA attendance ban
ner and. award. They will display
Inadequate traction or skidding
We are receiving interesting
the banner for two weeks first weaknesses.
after which time the coveted ban
Gerald Stone and Josephine books through the Arrow Book is one of winter’s outstanding driv
ing hazards. Speed must be ad
ner will be housed with us for the Coolbroth have recently moved Club.
Susan Gledhill and Linda Phil justed to fit existing conditions
following two weeks.
away.
We miss them.
Gradual
starting
and longer
We will have a union Thanks
We have written original poems lips received all A’s the first rank
stopping distance* are musts, the
giving assembly. Two new film on the subject of Thanksgiving. ing period.
The next highest honors in the State Police advise, if we are to
strips, recently purchased by the Susan Gledhill’s poem was voted
first ranking period went to Linda overcome this lack of traction
school, on the origin of Thanks to be the best.
the picture are the members of the varsity team grouped around
Ervin,
Diane Kinney,
Marsha and if we are to avoid, dangerous
giving will be shown at the as
Sumner Kinney’s composition
Coach John McGuire. They are from left to right: William Oliver,
Matthews, Douglas Anderson, and skidding.
sembly.
Charles Finley, Avard Walker, William Barbour, Robert Brewer,
entitled
"Curiosity’s
Reward"
The school has also bought a
Douglas Rackliff.
Jim Shaffer, Robert Huntley, Arnold Harrington. Floyd Montgomery,
was chosen as the best.
NEWS PHOTOS FOR SALE
filmstrip and record on the origin
Elaine Hupper and
Bernard
Ronald Hill, I-arry Terrlo and Maurice Kennedy.
We
have
enjoyed
the
exchange
Cushman
celebrate
November
Reprints in 8 x 10 inch size ot
Photo by Shear of Christmas customs.
Our room will render vocal se of our school photographs with birthdays.
news pictures taken by CourierBristol evened matters somewhat ham l(2i, Hannon. Upham; c.
lections at the next PTA meeting. our classmates and friends.
We are enjoying two-part sing Gazette photographers may now be
Mood
2
Hart:
lg,
Gould
2(1).
Hast

by taking the girl's game 54-35.
Marshal Matthews and Carol ing.
We have recently taken the
purchased at *1 each. Orders may
ings 4, Doughty.
Their Sue Mahan potted 19 points
be placed by phone, LYrlc 4-4401,
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. Wc Morse made a 17 fool long scale
Bristol (24)
Read The Courier-Gazette
will work hard to improve our drawing of the solar system.
or at the office.
tf
while Union's Pam Hopping and
Lf. Richards 4; rf. Coogins 1(2).
Sandia Ca’.derwood shared scoring C. Poole 2(21. K. Poole, Hannah:
honors with 17 each
c. Cheney 1(1); !g. Rice (3). BarkBovs' score:
er; rg. Mahan. Legow.
Union (42)
Union
9 15 28 42
Lf, D. Leach. G. Leach, Watts, Bristol
4 11 20 24
Officials: Hilton and Parks.
Upham; rf, Grinnell 8(4). Cunning
In connection with our study on
homes for people, we have made
a picture collection of homes suit-;
able for different climates and lo-j
cations.
Thanksgiving booklets,
have been made and contain a !
picture of “my family.”
During Education Week, one
evening was observed as “open
house."
We were glad to have
the parents visit u«.
Suzanne
Church’s mother visited our class
during the week.
A box of reading books came
|om the State Library for use l
during Book Week and later.
We are learning a poem “The
Wind and the Leaves.”
Helpers for the week have been:
Judith Johnson. Harold Wilson.
Craig Hupper,
Gilbert Tripp.
Glenn Hall, Elizabeth Columbia
and Terryl Watts.
Pupils not absent for the first
ranking
period
were:
Susan
Batty. Linda Baum, Marie Brann,
Alien Carter. Blaine Cook, Janice
Cushman, Paul Davis, Steven
Dennison.
Teresa
Drinkwater,
Craig Hupper. Robert Jacobson.
Judith Johnson. Shirley Maker,
Deborah Mattewg, Paula Miller,

Alan Norwood, Paul Rackliff, Wil
ma Swanson. Terryl Watte and
Donald Wilson.
Grade 4—Miss Hamel

Hello all you faithful readers!
Since our last visit with you.
we have lost one of our rrtembers.
“Chucky” Fuller has left us and
gone to Lewiston.
Catherine Ames is our Novem
ber Good Citizen. Congratulations
“Cathy!”
Other members of our class in
the news are Steven Jacobson.
Alan Miller and Nancy Field.
Steven has been in the hospital.
He had is tonsils out and is now
home recovering.
Alan had a
birthday this month.
Nancy now
wears glasses.
Science dominates our classroom
display.
David
Falla
brought in a beehive. Stephen
Frantz brought in a bird’s nest.
Lynne Stone and “Pat” Cook
brought in microsopes.
We have
been examining blood, leaves,
shrimp eggs and flower petals.
Saying
good-bye
until next
time, grade four wishes ydh
a Happy Thanksgiving!
Grade 5—Mrs. Thorbjornson

Thanksgiving
Day
is
here
again.
Best wishes to you all.
Our fall term is going fast.
Did you enjoy the snow last
week?
We are still working on our
unit “Southeastern States" in socia! studies.
In arithmetic we are still working on long division with twofigure divisors, also multiplying
four figure numbers by a threefigure multiplier.
We have started the meaning of
fractions, and fractional parts.
Every day we review our 100
multiplication facts.
Fridays we
take a four minute test over the
100 facts. Our goal is 100 correct
ones in four minutes.
Thus far
we have been awarded recogni
tion.
In art this month, we have been
making scenes in connection with
the study of the Pilgrims and
Puritans. We each made a tur
key from pine cones.

2-DOOR GEM TRIMS EXPENSE
LOOKS LIKE A MILLION
MAKES GOOD SENSE

IAItK

LOVE THAT

BY STUDEBAKER

“Money in the bank ' [or young folks, fleet owners, traveling men,

budgeteers and two-car families. Cuts fuel bills, maintenance, insurance,
and repairs

Already chosen by more than 1000 fleet and taxi owners.

Records show: operating and maintenance costs 19% less with The Lark

If money matters, here's the niostest for the least—at your local

Studcbaker Dealer's

YOUR CHOICE OF SIX STUNNING STYLES

-PROVEN BY 750 MILLION OWNER-DRIVEN MILES.
COMPARE LARK PRICES... INCH DING THE LOWEST-PRIC ED I .S.

MADE CONVERTIBLES. HARDTOPS. VND 4-D(M>R

V-X

WAGONS.

We

had

a

two

days

exam

to

a>| if) «m/ (»)

ttrnpon tvnt—M (•)) **>IS

REMEMBER THESE
.. .from, the ‘good old days’

BEST FUEL DEAL
IN TOWN!

fiULF SOUR HEAT

Perhaps you remember how it was to anxiously wait on a hot July after
noon for the ice man to bring you a new piece of ice before your food
spoiled. Or if you've ever cooked on a coal or wood stove, you'll certainly
recall the dirty fumes, the slow cooking and long hours involved in pre
paring the family dinner. Even more of a drudgery was hand-washing the
family's dirty clothes. All of this is now part of the past.
How wonderful are the modern electrical appliances available in 1959! The
convenient, efficient refrigerator-freezer, range, washer and dryer en
ables today's homemaker to do her traditional duties better, easier and in less time.

Your appliance dealer has many, many electrical servants
that the ladies back in those “good ole days” never dream
ed of. Stop in today ... he’ll be glad to help you “make your
home happier with a new appliance.”

...the world’s
finest
Ire

it now-al YOLK sftIIHUkt.ll hl IZAWi

heating oil

ELLERY T. NELSON, INC., New County Rd., Rockland
SEE THE STUDEBAKER

Maritime Oil Co.

TRUCKS-THEY'RE TOUGHER THAN THE JOBI
142-ltI

234 PARK ST. TEL. LY 4-44T
BOCKLAND, MAINE
94-EOI-tf

MAKE YOUR HOME
HAPPIER WITH A
NEW APPLIANCE

Central Maine Power

NOTES FROM SOUTH SCHOOL

CLASSIFIED AO ventures!

Snb Primary—Mrs. Lowe

Go Get a
Turkey - We
$

Can Get

V-2

Second Hand
Furniture
In the

Classified

........

Columns

COURIERGAZETTE

of The ...

Classified advertisements In this section having three lines
or less will be Inserted onee for SI. and three times for ft.
Additional lines will be charged at 26 cents per line for the
first insertion and 10 cents per line for each additional Inser
tion. Figure five short words per line In preparing classified
advertisements. Advertisements which call for mailing to The
Courier-Gazette on behalf of the advertiser will carry an addi
tional charge of 25 cents.
Payment for classified advertising In advance of publica
tion is required. Exceptions are those firms and persons having
regular accounts with The Courier-Gazette.

FOR SALE
JOB wanted as companion, house
SILVERTONE Guitar with case
for sale; aiso, Universal waffle- keeper or can do practical nursing.
grille, both like new. TEL. LYric TEL. FLeetwood 4-6529. or 4-6213.
1+2’lt
4-5000.
142*144
FLAT Topped Office Desk want
105+ CADILLAC Coupe deVille
for sale. May be seen 8 a. m. ed; also, two drawer filing cabto 8 p. m. or by appointment at inet and 11” manual typewriter.
PARK STREET SUNOCO. 142-144 Write '“OFFICE”, % The CourierWHITE Oil Kitchen Range for' Ga2ettc------------------------------- 141143
sale. $15. TEL. LYric 4-0362.
142-lt1

WHITE Range for sale, for wood
or coal; also, white range for oil,
black range for oil, hub heater and
small iron stove.
TEL. LYric
44985.
142-143

INSTALLED
INLAID FLOORS
by

PIANO for sale. Sat., Nov. 28;
also, beds, toys, dishes and misc
household furnishings. ELEANOR
NEWBERT. Ash Point.
141*143
BEAGLE Puppies for sale, reg.
AKC, should' make nice hunting
dogs. Priced right. W. BUTLER.
Tel. LYric 44948.
140*145

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.

• All Work Guaranteed
• Free Estimates
• CALL LYric 4-4451
121-Th-tfl

“51 CADILLAC 4 Door for sale,
gray, RH.& Hvd. recently over
GIRL wanted for part-time secre
hauled TEL. LYric 4-7520.
140-142 tarial work - typing, filing and
shorthand.
Write "STENOGRA
ALUMINUM Windows, Doors. PHER”, % The Courier-Gazette,
Awnings and Siding for sale. KEN- giving previous experience and
NK^N BROS., Tel. Rockland background.
1.30-tf

The class is very proud of
Pamela Hanley who won first
prize in the Fire Safety Coloring
Contest.
The
presentation
of
three silver dollars was made by
Mr. Dyer of the Rockland Fire
Department.
Debbie Robinson, Lee Smith
and Terence Winslow are observ
ing November birthdays.
Michael Best is proudly display
ing a real Texas cowboy suit and
hat. brought to him by his grand
mother, Mrs. Earl Sayward. who
has just returned from Texas.
Blaze Kaler has a new baby
brother.
Alan Smith has returned from
a trip to Massachusetts.
The boys and girls are making
turkeys and pumpkins for Thanks
giving decorations and discussing
the many things for which to be
thankful.
Colleen Engemann of Grade 2
has returned from her Southern
trip and brought in souvenirs of
eocoanut and sugar cane to show
the class.
Records,
games, and story
hooks have been bzrought in by
Jane Gilbert, Craig Widdecombe,
Beth
Miller,
Dawn
McLain.
Wayne Emery. Danny Fogarty,
Patty Maker, Beth Gott, David
Brooks, Cindy Lee Harrington,
Pamela Hanley, Billy Daniello.
Kris
Pease,
Mildred
Willey,
Becky Nash. Teddy Clark. Janet
Cuthbertson. Allen Nance, Steven
Hopkins, Jane Watson and Dennis
Young.
Sharon Malburg has transferred
from McLain School and Is now
attending sub primary at South
School.
David Vinal, who was involved
in a serious accident a month
ago. is still in Knox Hospital but
gaining eaeh day. David says
"Hi” to all his classmates.
Mrs. Robert Cuthbertson, Mrs.
Ronald Lord, Jr., Mrs. Arthur
Bean, Mrs. William LeGage, Mrs.
Charles Gray, Mrs. Thomas Em
ery, Mrs .Donald Crudell. Mrs.
Clayton Gott. Mrs. Ronald Lufkin,
Mrs. James Economy. Mrs. Ray
mond Fogarty, Tom Economy,
Mrs. Eugene Staples and Mrs. A.
Lawrence Pease visited the class-

LOBSTER TRAP STOCK
FOR SALE

c/o The Courier-Gazette

In stock largest Inventory of fresh
ly cut material in Coastal Area.
INDEPENDENT LOBSTER CO.,
Tillson Avenue, Rockland.
128-tf
—THE $100 a bushel McIntosh
Drops are all gone but have plenty
of hand-picked seconds for $150 per
bushel
Last month for sweet
cider.
WENTWORTH FARMS,
Hope, (6 ml'ies out Route 105 from
Camden).
139-142
~INTERNATIONAL Forced Air
Oil Heating Systems for sale. Esti
mates statewide installed.
No
down payment, 5 year terms. Also,
coal and wood furnaces. Complete
with tanks. Free 20 pound turkey.
Our 27th year heating only. Write
today, SUPERIOR HEATING CO.,
INC., 351 Sherwood Street, Port
land. Tel. SPruce 36617.
186*143
'ALUMINUM Windows - Best
quality at lowest price in the coun
ty. Aluminum doors from $45.00
each, installed. Easy FHA terms.
Free demonstration. E. L. MAT
THEWS, Tenants Harbor, Tel.
FRontier 2-6658.
128-tf
CEMENT Gravel. Mortar Sand,
riveway Gravel, Loam and Fill
,r sale.
NEIL RUSSELL. Tel.
Yric 45667.
121-tf
NEW International Forced Air
1 Heating Systems for sale, inailed complete with tank.
No
iwn payment, 5 year terms. Our
th year. Statewide. Estimates,
rite SUPERIOR HEATING CO.,
fC., 351 Sherwood Street, Portnd. Tel. SPruce 3-8617.

______ 136*143

TESTED—GUARANTEED
USED APPLIANCES

Refrigerators, Electric Ranges,
is Ranges, Automatic Washers A
ryera, Wringer Washers. AL
ERT E. MacPHAIL, INC., 448
iix Street, Tel. LYric 4-5751. 48-tf
DUNLOP Imported Tires for
lie, for all Sports and Foreign
ars. EASTERN TIRE SERVICE,
7C., Tel. LYrlc 45250, Rockland
8-tf

9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg
ular $10.95 for 66-96.
NORTH
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST
Thomaston.
PIPE FOB SALE
Hack and galvanized. AU sizes
r prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO.
pa Q*-aa«

’-♦*

121-143

MAN wanted for warehouse duty
and some driver-salesman work.
Year around job. Insurance bene
fit and bonus. Write giving name
of last 2 employers and age. Write
BOX DUTY, % The CourierGazette.
140-142

PLUMBING
and HEATING
by SEARS
Free Engineering Service
No Obligation.
LICENSED PLUMBERS
Guaranteed Installations
ran.

Children in our room celebrat
ing November birthdays are Bob
bie Bentley. Mark Philbrook and
George Vinal.
We have a new pupil in our
room who transferred from Mc
Lain School. She is Helena Mal
burg.
Our attendance is now 32
children.
Our room helpers for December
a.rc Susan Brannan. Donna Cook,
Alfred Widdecombe and Patrick
Walsh.
We have decorated our room
with gay turkeys and humpty
dumpty men.
We have also
made funny paper animals which
are on exhibit.
For November we made and
decorated folders which hold ail
our best papers for the month
We will take them home to our
mothers this week.
Grade 1—Mrs. Parsons

The Thanksgiving picture on
our easel was drawn by Christine
Watson, Kathy Pease and Terrill
Studley.
Attendance slips have been
taken to the office by Kim Young.
David Gardner and Donna John
son.
Craig Gamage has moved and
is now attending McLain School.
We are all sorry about Wanda
Wiggin breaking her leg.
Lunch money and tickets have
been taken care of recently by
Tommy Billings, Wanda Wiggin,
Catherine Benner and Lawrence
Bartlett.
Billy Engemann has recently
spent two weeks in Florida. Ev
eryone in our class enjoyed the
eocoanut and sugar cane he
brought for his classmates and
the shell and pearl earrings for
his teacher. We all thank Billy
for remembering us in this way.
Billy Flaherty has joined our
class. Billy had attended Tyler
School.
Grade 2—Mrs. Mclx-Uan

140*146

Cousens' Realty
Business Opportunities
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings

170 Maverick Street
TEL LYric 4-5160
Aerons From Golf Course

Rockland - Top year around resi
dential location. Zone A. New 5
room Cape Cod with fireplace, ex
pandable second floor. Full cement
basement with 10 inch poured ce
ment foundation, automatic wash
ing machine installations, hot air
heat, oil tired, electric hot water
heater. All oak hardwood floors,
full ceramic tiled bath with show
er, kitchen vent, Yorktown birch
cabinets.
Beautiful view of bay.
city water and sewerage. Your in
vestment protected by beautiful
surroundings. This property in per
fect "move-in” condition. Priced
at $14,300
25 year FHA or GI
mortgage.
COUSENS REALTY
Janies S. Consens
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Tel. LYric 45160
Across From Golf Course
170 Maverick Street

TO LET

SERVICES

IMPERIAL
CLEANERS
are
cleaning furniture for the holiday
season and taking orders for clean
ing your carpets. C. H, RIPLEY.
Thomaston.
141-143
Floor Sanding Senvice
RAYMOND RICHARDS
120 No Main St. Tel. LYric 4-6796
130-tf
WILLIAM LEHTlSfN
General Carpentry
St. George, Mabie
Tel. FRontier 2-0251

137-tf
GENERAL Contracting, cement
block foundations; brick, and block
chimneys built new or- repaired;
also asphalt roofing and carpenter
ing. Write VARNUM E. NICKLES.
Box 493 or Tel. LYric 4T181.
134-tf
ROOM and Board for 2 or 3
elderly persons.
ELIZABETH
PLUMMER. 67 Pleasant Street,
Tel. LYric 4-4160.
133-142
DRESSMAKING - Alterations
Coats and Suits.
MRS. JEAN
VIALLE, 16 Summer Street.
136*156
DRESSMAKING and Miscel!.-?n,ous Sewing wanted. MRS. RUTH
RUSSELL, Tel. LYric 4-0607. 121-tf
TAXIDERMIST
Preserve That Trophy

Gameheads, Birds, etc., expertly
mounted. HENRY DIETZ, Cam

142-lt den, Tel. CEdar 6-3240 after 5pm
____________________________ 121-144
GENERAL Contracting, block

foundations, chimneys, fireplaces;
also, asphalt, roofing and general

SEVEN Rooms and bath With carpentering. P. E. WEBBER, 248
garage to let. newly redecorated. , Thomaston Street, Rockland Tel.
76 Rankin Street. CHARLES E. LYric 4-7124 .
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
94-tf
BICKNELL. n. Rockland. Tel. !
ROCKLAND, LY 4-4451
PIANO Tuning. MAINE MUSIC
LYric 4-5709.
_
142-tf
48-Th-tf
CO., City. Tel. LYric 4-4941
THREE Room Completely Furn. I
109-tf
Apt. to let, heat, hot water, elec- j
RALPH
L.
RICHARDS
CHRISTMAS Wreaths wanted tricity, private entrance. Located
Floor Sanding Service
Must be expertly made from fresh on Route 1 bus line between Rock- I Have refinished over 6,000 floors in
Tel. LYric 1
ly picked mature fir balsam Top land and Rockport.
last 20 years in Knox County. Tel.
prices paid. MERRY GARDENS. 4-5007 or call at BELLA VISTA! LYric 4-6281, 25 Franklin Street.
TOURIST COURT, Camden Road.
Camden. Tel. CEdar 6-2121.
61-tf
141-tf !
138-143
RADIO, TV AND ANTENNA
FURN. Rooms to let. 9 UNION
SERVICE
STREET. Tel. LYric 4-4248.
Bernard C. Kaler, Jr.
141*143'
PROPERTIES TO BUY OR SELL
7 Broad Street
FIVE Room Unfurn. Apt. to let. j
Tel. LYric 4-8140
68-tf
Contact
36 Glen Street. City.
Contact
COPIES
made
of
important
GEORGE REYNOLDS, 11 Pine St.. I
DON HENRY AGENCY
141*143 papers, discharge papers, deeds,
96 PARK ST.
BOCKLAND | Thomaston, after 4 p. m.
birth certificates. While yon wait
112-tf
STORE to let. $6 00 a week; also. ' at GIFFORD’S, Rockland.
61-tf
apts. V. F. STUDLEY, Tel. LYric
4-1505 or 4-9714.
141-tf I Twenty-four Hoar Photo Service.
Ask for it at your local store or at
WE Bay Scrap Iron, Metals, Bags
I FURNISHED’Three. Room Apt. GIFFORD’S, Rockland, Maine.
aad Batteries.
with
bath
and
gaiage
to
let.
Adults.
1-tf
MORRIS GORDON aad SON
TEL. LYric 4-8064.
Leland Street
Rockland No pets.
j
_____________________________
141*143
ISA-*'
MISCELLANEOUS
! TWO Room Fuin, Heated Apt.
i to let, private bath
Adults. No
SEPTIC Tanks and Cesspools
’ pets. TEL. LYric 4-5877.
cleaned and serviced. Prompt 24
140*142 hour service. Same prices as in
I UNFURNISHED 3 Room Apt. to
CROSS
Old Orchard. C. E. FENDERSON
let. stoves, shower and flush. 54 SANITARY SERVICE, Rockland.
PHARMACY
Broad Street. CALL CEdar 6-2184. Tel. LYric 4-8762.
136*144
140*142
WILL GO ANYWHERE
ONE 4 Room Apt. and one 5
For Inaide or outaide painting,
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Room Apt. to let. both all modern also paper hanging. Call FRANK
DRUGS • SUNDRIES
improvements. TEL. LYric 4-4358. BRIDGES, JR. The beat of work

138-tf fully guaranteed.

TEL 1204
67$ MAIN STBEET
BOCKLAND, MAINE
6»-Tb-tl|

RUBBER STAMPS
Help Fight TB
ANY SIZE

On Order at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Grade 1—Mrs. Mazzeo

Seventeen guests visited our
classroom during American Edu
cation Week.
Larry Pritchard is the only
pupil in our room who is celebrat
ing his birthday this month.
Lee Kaler has a new baby
REAL ESTATE
brother named Kelvin.
We have enjoyed reading books
HOUSE for sale with barn and
garage. 7 rooms, 114 baths, and 3 loaned us by Judith Gardner,
acres of land. At Head of Bay.
TEL. LYric 4-8904. Price $10,000.

LTrick 4-6424 or CRestwood 42686.

WILL give board and room to
15-tf
CROCHETED Afghan for sale; one or two elderly gentlemen in a
also, other crocheted articles. country home. TEL ROger 3-4560.
127-tl
Orders taken for all wool handbraided rugs. LOUISE ROWE, 2
Fulton Street, Tel. LYric 4-5830.
WANTED
141*143
TWO 12x13 Identical Rugs for
sale. TEL. LYrlc 4-7122. , 141-143
AMERICAN PAINTINGS
TWO Men s Jackets, size 44 and
OF 19th CENTURY 46, for sale; also, combination
baby carriage. TEL. LYric 4-4301.
BOTH PRIMITIVE
141*143
AND ACADEMIC.
LOBSTER Trap Mill for sale.
Please
Send Dimensions
CHARLES CLANCY. 27 Traverse
and Snapshot.
Street, City, after 6 p. m. Tel.
LYric 4-5938.
137*142
WRITE BOX AP

room during American Education
Week.

»591?HRI$TMAS s

Use Christmas Seale

NEWLY Decorated Furn. Heated
Apts, to let at 29 Beech Street.
! TEL. LYric 4-5138__________ 137-tt
i FOUR Room Heated Apt. with
I bath to let. newly decorated, elec,
hanpc and refrig., no other furnlI tuie. hot and cold water free. 586
MAIN STREET, above Carr's Wall
paper and Paint Store. $1250 a
week. Tel. LYric 4-4323
137-«
THREE. Four and Five Room
Apts to let, furn or unfurn. F. G.
PRIEST. 109 Park Street. Tel
LYric 4-8101
131-tf

LYrlc 4-7206

Tel. Rockland

47-tf

CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Cleaned, repaired aad inatalled
Automatic
cleaning
equipment
Free Inspection and estimates
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
owned and operated. Tel. Camden
CEdar 62687
17-tf
WELL! WELL! WELL!
If it is water you need, write i

R. W DRINKWATER. Well Drill
ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135. Cam
den. Tel CEdar 6-2708. Installment
plan also available, no down payFURN. and Unfurn Apts to let. men necessary. Member of New
Inquire in person at 11 JAMES England and National Associations
STREET.
123-U
Ml

Jacqueline Cuthbertson,
Rhode
Fields, Gary Kusmierbak, Bar
bara Myrick and Danny Stone.
Miss Steele has recently given
the audiometer test to all mem
bers of the class.
We are enjoying the record al
bum
that
Jeanette
McNealy
brought to school.
William Warren has a new
baby brother named Michael.
Felicio Nare has a new baby
sister named Margaret.
Colleen Engemann recently re
turned from Florida and gave an
interesting report about her trip
to the class. Samples of eocoanut
and sugar cane were enjoyed, and
seeing a cotton plant, oranges
and
peanuts
was fun.
The
class is now watching a peanut
grow as a science experiment.
Colleen brought her teacher shell
earrings.
A class party was held in ob
servance of Halloween. Surprise
refreshments were served by
Brenda Curtis, Lynette Bean.
Larry Pritchard, James York
and Danny Stone.

HEATHCOTE WARREN FROSH HEAD

life la their state aad asked nt

about Industries in Maine. We are
now preparing to send them bulletins on lobstering and other Maine
industries, as Well as writing let
ters to them. Patricia LeBlano
and Frances Staples are giving ns
first-hand information about the
lobster industry as they spend a
great deal of time on the islands
during the summer helping their
fathers.
We have built a Maine Coast
village for an art project and
Mrs. Cooper taught us a lobster
ing song which she helped com
pose.

We are planning to make things
for a sale to help the class of
handicapped children at Camden.
Grade 6—Miss Arrington

We are pleased to welcome two
new members to our room, Linda
. Malburg from the McLain School
. and Thomas Laaka from Cusb■ ing. We were sorry to lose Edna
Gamage who has gone to the Mc
Lain School and Evelyn Daniello
, who went to Chelsea, Mass.
Nancy Torpacka and Thomas
Grade 2—Miss Russell
Laaka are the band members of
Charles Brackett, Phyllis Coli our group. Nancy is learning to
pritt, Gail Gamage. Jo Ann Gilplay the clarinet and Thomas the
bbert, Ronald Hanley, Donald
cornet.
Johnson, Robert Moon, Linda
' Paul Barton brought in a book
Rackliff. Arthur Johnson. Stephen
to use in connection with social
Sawyer, Deborah Strout.
and
I studies.
Thomas Laaka brought
Linda Sullivan had perfect attend
in a copy of the Declaration of
ance for the first ranking period.
Independence.
Paulette Curtis has moved to
Photo by Shear
s letter has been written to
Tenants Harbor. Before she left
Officers of the freshmen class at Warren High School are: Janet Mra Laaka thanking her for al~
,
8
she brought a bag of pears for a Boggs, vice president and Walter Heathcote, president, seated at left
and right respectively. Standing are: Sandy Wiley, secretary, left; and
,
°®1mJ o s ow us many
treat to her classmates.
Carolyn Perkins, treasurer.
j
^er colored slides which she
Gail Gamage has moved and is ______________________________________________________________________ ! took on her cross-country trip
now attending school at the Mc
last summer.
We saw many
Brown, Jillaine Nickerson. Steven exciting month for our fourth
Lain building.
places of interest which we studied
Cook
and
Judy
LeGage.
'
grade.
Jo Ann Gilbert and John Dor
.
.
.
.. , ,,, .
, ,
. , , about last year. This year, in
In science we have been disWe have enjoyed learning about' __
_
...
. .
. ..
gan brought story records for our
,
,
, .. .
, ,.
,, , 8
,
' connection with our study of the
cussing seeds and their ways of the Pilgrims and the first ThanksQf independe;ce> we
enjoyment.
Seeds for our chart have giving.
Many of our lessons j gaw Indepcndence Hall in PhilsAlfred Faller showed us a cot ravel
i.— brought
------- j-.. Merriam
««—,— and
activities have
centered ,
•_
. . , .
by Joy
ton seed pod which came from been
,
delphia and other important landGerald Willey. Adelle Cuthbert around this historical event.
South Carolina.
marks
Our November calendar, made
We have welcomed Lowena son, Colette Kavanagh. Nelson
Bernice Gamage and Linda
Mahar this month.
She came Ciockett, Joanne Lindsey, Steven by Judy Robinson, has certainly Malburg celebrate birthdays this
Cook and Hiram Brown.
added to our classroom With its
from Tenants Harbor.
month.
Gloria Watson, Joy Merriam. black and white Pilgrim men and
In connection with our study of
Club officers elected at a recent
women.
Hiram
Brown
and
Adelle
Cuth

the
Pilgrims.
John
Dorgan
meeting are: President, Donald
bertson
brought
Thanksgiving
We
are
planning
a
Thanksgiv

brought pictures and an ornament
Andrus; vice president, Henry
ing program for our room also.
stories for us to hear.
in the shape of Plymouth Rock.
Nare; secretary, Bernice Gam
Judith Smith brought a tiny me- Many of the children are working
Constance Hallett and John
age;
and
treasurer,
Linda
Some . .
„
Stanley will be celebrating their chanical singing bird in a cage. on reports and readings.
Achorn.
The following commitJoanne
Lindsey
and
Judith
Le

ol
us
are
learning
poems,
songs
,
.
....
birthdays In December.
,
. .
,
L.
... tees for this week were appointGage brought slippers and tiny and a short play. These activi-' .
...
.
,
,
.
..
.
.
.
..
. .
..
ed;
Attendance
and
lunch
Grade 3—Miss Kimball
wooden shoes to show.
ties have been both interesting
——
,,
....
,
8 money, Ronald Fitzgerald; dustOur class was pleased to be
We have been keeping a No and fun.
.
i m„ ...
_
, ,, ,. .
,
.
ing. Lnlda Smith; morning exernamed second place winner for vember weather chart which
For our bulletin board we have .
,. j .
j
. .
,
cises, Linda Achorn; passing pathe month in the school library shows the daily temperature and made
a mural of the Pi grims. ,
. . ,
,,
_
,
,
.
.
J
.1
per
and
books, Nancy Torpacka
contest.
general weather conditions. This The background was painted and >
, ., .
,
...
..
and
Linda
Malburg;
program,
We were the recent guests of has taught us how to read a ther the figures were black silhouettes. ,
' Paul Barton and Charles Mc
Mrs. Laaka's class to see colored mometer and to observe the
Book Week was observed this
Clure; and room helpers, Bea
slides of our country. This was weather each day.
month by discussing our favorite
trice Brackett and Gail Nicker
a special treat to us.
During Book Week, each child books and making story book
son.
Cynthia Demetri, Laura Lord, I brought his favorite story to read characters.
In music appreciation, we are
David Kenney and James Bran and show the illustrations to the
New library books were brought
nan had charge of the guest book class. We found the main inter by Dana Berry, Judy Robinson enjoying records brought in by
Mrs. Cooper.
during
American
Education est to be animal stories and books and Linda Lufkin.
Week.
Birthdays were celebrated this Grade 6—Mrs. Stubbs
about other children.
Quiz-mo. an arithmetic game,
Several mothers either visited
month by Jeanette Hiilgrove,
Grade 4—Mr». Phinney
is providing much interest in ad
Gary Gamage has moved and Rosemary Bridges and Robert the classroom or came for a con
dition and subtraction combina
ference during American Educa
is now attending McLain School. 1 Rackliffe.
tions. Winners thus far are Ed
tion Week.
David Crisostomo's family has Grade 5__Miss Packard.
ward Ames. Cheryl Simmons.
...
j
xi The class received a banner
moved to Owls Head so he is now j We recently
got our second set ,
,,
„
,
,
Goldie McAuliffe, Vicki Seidner.
h„ B-^ixia^H
| o{ books flom ,the
Rockland P,,h.
Pub- trom tbe So*1111 Sch001 Library for
Daniel attendinfg Thomaston schools.
Robert
Wddccombe,
I
being
highest
percentage
wise
In
Faylecn Turner is the only child llc Library. We have started a
James
Staples,
Laura
Lord
in
our
room
who
has
a
November
'
con
t
es
t
with
two
teams
to
see the number of books read over a
Barnes. Millie Scarborough. Carol
. required period. Another banner
birthday.
I which team can read the most
Nash and Patricia Orne.
was received for having the least
Jill
Firth
was
our
hostess
dur;
books.
The
losing
team
will
give
Colorful
Thanksgiving
cards
American Education Week the winners a Christmas party. I number of over-due books,
were made for Joseph Soffayer
i Richard Staples has a large colShe placed her scat near the door
Susan Cook has been our libra-j
who was absent several weeks
and when parents came, she in rian. Susan also brought some :, lection of shells which he brought
due to illness.
troduced them to the class.
She interesting pictures of the Pil- !i for the class to enjoy.
Rosemary Wood and Kendall
; Time is bring devoted to music
then asked them to sign our guest grims.
Rogers brought encyclopedias to
appreciation.
The
Keyboard
hook.
Wc had 17 mothers visit
Elwyn Davis and Albert Curtis
show science pictures.
us and some little brothers and did an interesting bulletin board ! Junior Recordings are available
Of science interest was Cheryl
and much appreciated.
sisters came with the mothers.
about the Indians of the Southwest,
Simmons' potato head dolls and
The children in the room pre in connection with our social , Al) hearing tests have been
leaves pressed in wax paper, pe
completed on tbe audiometer by
sented a heaith program on Fri- studics
cans and greens from the South
Miss Steele.
day afternoon The name of our
We have been working on a
brought by Laura Lord and Millie
A Thanksgiving program has
program was "What Will I Be large mural of "'Tall Tale” char
Scarborough
and
an
outdoor
From A to Z " As we were a acters. We have also written our been planned under the direction
scene made hy Goldie McAuliffe.
group of 26. each child had a own "Tall Talcs” and each pupil of the class president, Neil Phil
Earl Drown celebrated his ninth
brook.
poem about different vocations read these to the class.
birthday at school by serving us
Grade 7—Mrs. Harjola
which a child might choose. The
In
science
each
pupil
has
frosted cupcakes and ice cream.
We have elected new officers
children tiicd to dress so they brought a lever or some kind of a
His mother and baby brother
would look like the farmer, the simple machine to demonstrate to for this term. Those elected are:
were also present.
A birthday
President. Stephen Lewis; vice
judge.
the
quarter-back
and tfie class.
record was played and games in
piesident, Alan Kunesh; secre
others. At the end Alton Johnson
Edward
Engemann
has
recently
cluded "Pin the Tail on the Don
read a poem about "My Eating returned
from Florida.
He tary, Mary Ann Brink; and treas
key."
Guide;” Jane Blake lead "My brought many interesting articles urer, Delores Fitzgerald.
Grade 3—Mrs. Dow
Health Guide;" Elaine LeBlanc to show us
We had
our
first
seventh
Richard Earl has left our lead ‘ "My Friendship Guide" and
We are glad that Nancy Doak grade social last Friday night.
class and is now attending North Iris Pease read “My Character and Charles Barstow have re In charge of refreshments were
School
Guide."
turned to school after their ill Cynthia Steele, Richard Carver
Steven Cook. Colette Kavanagh
Wc enjoyed having the parents nesses.
and Ronald Lufkin. Alan Turner,
and Adelle Cuthbertson brought visit our room and we hope they
Victor Mahar has joined our Alan Kunesh and Ernest Dugan
records for us to enjoy.
enjoyed their visit.
We would class. He moved here from Ten- made UP the clean-up committee,
Winners in the spelling word like to have them visit us again ants Harbor.
Robert Luce has j Mrs. Vera Carver and Mra. Clabuilders contest have been Joanne I any time then can. We also ex also joined our class having »'ice
Watson
chaperoned and
Lindsey. Nelson Ciockett, Hiram tend an invitation to the parents tl.anstc'rred from McLain School, helped prepare the refreshments.
who were unable to visit us dur
Our room is having a candy
Grade 5—Mrs. Laaka
ing American Education Week.
sale this week.
Those helping
Dana
Smith
celebrated his
In social studies we are making
are Anne Ripley. Elaine Ames,
birthday
this
month.
Charlie's
and a mural of the Navaho Indians.
Our first reading contest has Mary Ann Brink. Delores Fitzger
Iris Pease and Elaine LeBlanc
ald. Cynthia Steele. Linda. Wat
completed with the ‘"Ma
i are chairmen of the project but been
son, Robert Kenney and John
ples” reading 66 books and the
many other children have worked
HIGHLAND SQ.
ROCKPORT
"Beeches” 91 Dawne Kaler read Economy. We have already had
two small candy sales with candy
on it.
23 books and Mary Brannan 18.
GUNS AND AMMUNITION
The fust reading group is mak
They are the captains of the brought by Arthur Rackliffe and
ing a movie of the second unit in
Robert Kenney.
Plenty of Used Guns
new teams, "the ‘"'Pilgrims" and
This unit
i Grade 7—Mr. Harjula
To Rent, Sell, or Swop , their reading book
"Indians "
consists of stories about the Burd
We made cards and sent them
A social was held with the other
Good Assortment Pot Type Oil family
and
their
trip
to to Bonnie Shrout when she was1 seventh grade last week.
Those
Stoves
the Ohio valley.
The children of ill In the hospital.
on committees were Saxon H1UCoal and Wood Parlor and Air this group plan to show their
Patricia LeBlanc showed us a grove and Karen Mazzeo, refreshTight Heaters
movie to the other rooms when it loom on which she is weaving pot- ments Brenda Bergren, decoraTelevision Sets
holders
tions; Ronna Townsend, posters
Parlor Suites At Reduced Prices is finished.
For science we have had rocks
Donna Curtis and Dana Smith and Dana Gross and Lawrence
Oneida Silver (BS-Pc. Set)
brought by Christine Ulmer and brought in news for our News | Stanley cleanup.
Refrigerators
Kathleen Shrout brought us a
Electric Range
In charge of room duties Inst
Bulletin Board.
Gas and Oil Comb. Range
piece of coral
In arithmetic class we have week were: John Lamb, lunch
Typewriters
We made place mats Friday
spelling giaphs on which money; Karen Mazzeo and Fred
Lawn Boy Power Mower
afternoon
Our teacher showed wc record our spelling scores to Merriam, opening exercises; erBreakfast Set
us how to use a potato print for show our improvement.
rand*. Robert Miller blackboards
IF YOl DON’ T SEE WHAT
this lesson in art.
Bruce Lindsey. Dennis Daniello and desks. Sharon Miller and paYOU W ANT ASK FOR IT
Grade 4—Mrs. Brooks
and William Faller brought ma-ipers. Robert Myers.
November has been a busy and tcrial, and showed how an elec-!
--------------------WANTED - SHOE SKATES,
trie current wffl magnetize a nail.
The Salvation Army has used
James Economy demonstrated Christmas kettles for more than
SNOW SHOES OR
with steam to show how its force
years to collect funds to aid
FOR RENT
WHAT HAVE YOU?
pushes things when it tries to es- f**e *es* fortunate.
SPECIAL RATE on
cape.
Modern Two-Bay
In answer to letters, we wrote
GUN RENTAL
ANNUAL F*11 SALE
Service Station in Camden
to fifth graders in other states,
RENT A GI N FROM TODAY
Lowest Prices ta Moil
Good Opportunity (or Right
the following have received an
UNTIL NOV. SOih _
BANK TERMS
Man interested in running his
swers; Arlene Smalley from In
Delivery and
own business and willing to
dio. Calif.; Charyl Chambers
Only $5.00
An Models
work. Expenses paid training
from Franklin, Ky.; Donna Cur
Trailers In
period and some working capi
tis from Tucumcasi, N. M.; Wil
CHARLIE'S GUN AND
tal required. For details write
STANUY
CO.
liam Faller from Gettysburg,
BRIC-A-BRAC SHOP
BOX M. A. P.
c. e.
*i
I Penn
and Linda McAuliffe re
HIGHLAND SQ.
ROCKPORT
% THE COURIER-GAZETTE
TeL TB MW
ceived 27 letters from a clast in
142-:
142-tf
' Worland, Wyo.
They told about

Gun
Bric-a-Brac Shop

m

ROBERT HALL CELEBRATES THE OPENING OF 3 NEW FAMILY CLOTHING CENTERS IN MAINE!

3 dayS'fsuper values!
SHOP AND SAVE THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY...FROM 9 TO 9
AMAZING SPECIALS
LUXURY ALL-WOOL DRBSSISI

SPECIAL 11.89 GROUP!
Rich flannels and jerseys
-with slim and flared

skirts, smart collars.
newest details. Juniors’,
misses’.

AUTHENTIC BAN-LON
EMBROIDERED CARDIGANS
See embroideries,

appliques, beaded

styles. Some with ribbon
collars. Black, white,

pastels. 34-40.

FABULOUS VALUES
FINE PAISLEY-LINED

CORDUROY SPORT COATS
Natural-shoulder 3button models in newest
hopsack and boucle

patterns! Charcoal gray

and brown.

ZIPCOATS WITH
tOL ZIP-OUT UNI***

■»

4

70% WOOL, 30% VICARA

Drastically Redwxa.

LUXURIOUS FLANNEL SLACKS
Finely tailored regular

pleated-front and Ivy
models. Charcoal

gray, Cambridge gray,

COATS AND ZIPCOATS
OF IMPORTED AND
DOMESTIC WOOLENS

A SPECIAL GROUP OF

LUXURIOUS FUR-LOOK
ORLON-DYNEL COATS

FINE SUITS IN
LUXURIOUS WOOLENS

Misses', Womens* and Jr: Petites!

brown.

CONTINENTAL-LOOK QUILT-

LINED SUBURBAN COATS
Tick-weaves, checks,

• Imported Italian
"Carrlni" 1
• Imported English
tweed* I
• 100% wool worsted
gabardines!
• Luxurious 100%
wool tweeds!
• Most wanted 100%
wool saxonies!

Every suit styled right

Look and feel like fur

up-to-the-minute...

». .even wear better

in solid shades of

and dark gray
there’ll be a
SELLOUTI

34 to 46.

a sumptuous wrap
front, push-up sleeves,

light gray flannels..,

hopsacks! Hurry—

new tones. Slanted flap
pockets, 4-button front.

than fur! Styled with

charcoal, medium and

Complete alterations
at no extra

stripes, plaids ... in

rich printed lining.

Complete alterations
at no extra
charge

Choose charcoal,
black, brown.

Comparable

value
HO

CHILDREN’S SPECIALS...
SATURDAY ONLY!
BOYS' ZIP-HOODED QUILT-

Regularly 12.69!

LINED CAR COATS

Save over 20% !

Our 6.99 cotton cords

GIRLS’ ORLON-PILE LINED

LEATHER-LOOK COATS

New

iride*cent-«alar*t

BOYS’ WASHABLE

with double closure ...

ZIP-HOODED PARKAS

zipper for extra

GIRLS' 2.89 & 3.89

Extra-warm for winter weather]

WASHABLE DRESSES, 3-14
New Holiday styles!

with cozy quilting! Wanted

Shirtwaists, full sweep

cotton cords with heavy knit

skirts, more ... in
combed cotton, cotton

collar and cuffs! Side tabs and

genuine leather! Will not crack or peel

a zip front! 6-12.

.. . easily cleaned with a damp cloth!

Regularly 9.99

Orlon-pile frames the collar and lines

ROBERT HALL IS HEADQUARTERS FOR HUSKY BOYS

coat to the waist; quit-lined from
waist to hem! Side belts', patch

and Cupioni* blends!

Alterations at no extra charge
on Men's and Beys' garment*

«

pockets! 7-14.

‘DuPonfg rog’jfergd frockmorfc for in acrylic fiber

BREWER: Ellsworth Road Just Above The Brewer Auditorium
ALSO OPENING IN LEWISTON AND PORTLAND

OPEN DAILY 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

warmth! 8-18.

with Orlon-pile linings
Orlon-pile linings finished off

Grained vinyls as soft and pliable as

toggle button and inside

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
142-lt

